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Dekan
Abstra
t
Magneti
 resonan
e imaging has be
ome a widely used imaging te
hnique for diagnosti

purposes, with appli
ations in the whole human body. For many pathologies of the

entral nervous system, it is in fa
t the method of 
hoi
e, due to high soft tissue 
ontrast
and the possibilities of generating images related to organ fun
tion rather than pure
morphology.
In this thesis, the fo
us will be on methods designed to deal with a spe
i
 aspe
t of
the 
entral nervous system, whi
h is the 
ir
ulation of uids (blood and 
erebrospinal
uid) inside the skull. These two uid 
ompartments intera
t with ea
h other, and a
disease ae
ting one has good 
han
es of ae
ting the other as well. This is the reason
why the thesis is divided in two parts: the rst part, titled angiography, is mainly
related to the visualization of arteries and veins by means of angiographi
 sequen
es,
and to the presentation of a novel method to enhan
e the visualization of datasets,
by in
luding the fun
tional information deriving from time-resolved angiography into
a single 
olor-
oded set of images. The se
ond part, titled Flow quantifi
ation, is
presenting a new bSSFP-based method for 3D time-resolved a
quisition of quantitative
ow information. This te
hnique 
an be used for blood ow assessment, but it is
espe
ially suited for the measurement of 
erebrospinal uid. In the end, preliminary

lini
al results from a 
lini
al study that applies this quanti
ation te
hnique to ow
inside the 
erebral ventri
les are presented.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Magneti
 resonan
e imaging is a relatively new diagnosti
 imaging method, being
hypothesized by Raymond Damadian in 1971 [1℄ as a possible method for tumor de-
te
tion, and introdu
ed in 
lini
al routine only in the 1980s when the rst 
ommer
ial
MRI s
anners be
ame available. However, the su

ess of this te
hnique has in
reased
steadily during the years, and nowadays there is an a
tive s
ienti
 
ommunity devel-
oping new methods and 
on
epts. The biggest international 
onferen
e in the elds
of MRI, promoted by the International So
iety of Magneti
 Resonan
e in Medi
ine
(ISMRM), 
ounts thousands of original 
ontributions ea
h year.
The reasons for the su

ess of MRI for diagnosti
 imaging are multiple: rst of all,
the image formation does not rely on the usage of ionizing radiations, and up to date
there is no s
ienti
 proof of harmful biologi
al ee
ts due to the use of 
lini
al s
anners.
Se
ondly, MRI oers a vast range of possibilities for the imaging of soft tissues, enabling
the dierentiation of stru
tures and the identi
ation of a wide range of lesions. Lastly,
the eld of appli
ation of MRI spans beyond the standard morphologi
al imaging oered
by other radiation-based methods, and 
an provide useful fun
tional information about
the organs.
In neuroradiology, MRI is often the tool of 
hoi
e for the diagnosis, as it 
an be used
to easily dierentiate gray and white matter, and te
hniques for multimodal imaging of
the brain are available.
1.1 MRI for fun
tional imaging
While other te
hniques like 
omputed tomography (CT) of X-ray uoros
opy oer high
spatial resolution imaging of the 
entral nervous system, the 
hoi
e of methods providing
fun
tional information is rather limited, and often requires the usage of spe
ialized
equipment. For example, digital subtra
tion angiography is the method of 
hoi
e for
the diagnosis of neurovas
ular pathologies, but it requires a dedi
ated ma
hine, ionizing
radiation, and the insertion of an intraarterial 
atheter; positron emission tomography
(PET) is a nu
lear medi
ine te
hnique able to visualize tissue perfusion, but with a la
k
of morphologi
al referen
e information and the need for a radioa
tive tra
er.
MRI oers a wide range of possibilities to obtain fun
tional information, available
on most 
ommer
ial s
anners, often only requiring the sele
tion of an appropriate a
-
quisition method (pulse sequen
e), or at most the intravenous inje
tion of a gadolinium-
or iron-based 
ontrast agent.
Although the term fun
tional MRI (fMRI) 
ommonly refers to MR imaging of neu-
ral a
tivation, possibly measured through the hemodynami
 response indi
ated by the
BOLD ee
t (
hange in magneti
 properties of oxygenated/deoxygenated hemoglobin),
fun
tional imaging is a more generi
 term, relating to all methods that give informa-
tion about an organ that go beyond the morphologi
al 
hara
teristi
s and explore the
a
tual physiology.
Examples of fun
tional imaging available through MRI are perfusion measurements,
time-resolved or 
ardia
-gated a
quisitions of moving organs, 
hemi
al shift imaging,
diusion imaging, angiography and ow measurements.
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Figure 1.1: Ventri
ular system of a normal subje
t.
1.2 Flow in the 
entral nervous system
The 
entral nervous system 
ontains two important 
ompartments that are 
omposed
of uids: the neurovas
ular system, in whi
h blood 
ir
ulates, and the 
erebrospinal
uid (CSF) 
ompartment, whi
h provides me
hani
al support and prote
tion.
These two 
ompartments are linked together, as CSF is produ
ed by blood ltra-
tion inside the 
horoid plexus in the ventri
ular system (see g. 1.1), and subsequently
reabsorbed in the venous system. CSF movement is also mainly driven by blood pulsa-
tion, that expands the brain vessels and therefore redu
es the ventri
ular spa
e during
systole, pushing the CSF outside the ventri
ular spa
e.
An important pathology, the normal pressure hydro
ephalus (NPH) is believed to
be a 
onsequen
e of the driving ee
t of blood over CSF pulsation. [2, 3℄. In normal
subje
ts, the 
omplian
e of the brain paren
hyma a
ts as a damper for the blood pul-
sation, therefore redu
ing the CSF pulsatility. If the brain tissue be
omes stier, CSF
pulsatility is for
ed to in
rease, whi
h leads to enlargement of the ventri
ular spa
e.
Despite the need for good imaging of CSF ow, in order to 
orre
tly dene this kind
of pathologies, the relaxation 
hara
teristi
s of CSF, whi
h shows very long longitudinal
and transversal relaxation times, make it very di
ult to measure with 
onventional fast
T1-weighted sequen
es. For this reason, either long repetition times are required (in the
order of se
onds), or non-spoiled steady-state sequen
es (like the balan
ed steady-state
13
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free pre
ession [bSSFP℄ sequen
e) need to be used.
In order to study the ow dynami
s of the CNS, it is therefore important to study
both the vas
ular 
ompartment, through angiography and blood ow quanti
ation,
and the CSF 
ompartment, whose geometry is simpler, but whi
h requires dedi
ated
te
hnique to be su

essfully evaluated.
1.3 Angiography
Angiography is traditionally dened as the radiographi
 visualization of the blood ves-
sels after inje
tion of a radiopaque substan
e [4℄. By extension, Magneti
 Resonan
e
Angiography (MRA) refers to magneti
 resonan
e imaging used to visualize noninva-
sively the heart, blood vessels, or blood ow in the 
ir
ulatory system [5℄, whi
h may or
may not involve the use of an exogenous 
ontrast agent.
Even though, stri
tly speaking, angiography belongs to morphologi
al imaging, the
depi
tion of the vessels generally relies on the ee
ts generated by the blood owing
inside them rather than the a
tual vas
ular morphology.
This is often desirable, as the main 
lini
al interest is to study the blood ow itself, in
order to evaluate whether the blood supply to areas of the body is adequate, insu
ient,
la
king, or present but abnormal.
Examples of 
auses of insu
ient or absent blood supply to tissues are thrombosis
and stenoses, whereas arteriovenous stulas are possible examples of abnormal blood
supply to body regions. In this latter 
ase, arterial (oxygenated) and venous (deoxy-
genated) blood get mixed be
ause of a pathologi
al shunt between an artery and a
vein. This results in a redu
ed oxygen supply to the region downstream of the inter-
ested artery, and risk of rupture be
ause of an in
reased blood pressure in the venous
system [68℄.
MRI oers various alternatives for obtaining angiographi
 datasets: some exploit
the blood ow velo
ity to dis
riminate between uid and stati
 tissues; others rely on
the inje
tion of an intravas
ular 
ontrast agent that signi
antly 
hanges the relax-
ation 
hara
teristi
s of blood, so that it 
an be easily identied using sequen
es with

onventional weighting.
1.3.1 Nonenhan
ed MRA te
hniques
Angiography sequen
es that do not need any 
ontrast agent inje
tion rely on ee
ts that
generally go beyond the 
lassi
al relaxation 
hara
teristi
s of tissues. As a general prin-

iple, blood and uids move inside the body, therefore they experien
e radiofrequen
y
pulses and magneti
 eld gradients in a dierent manner with respe
t to stati
 tissues.
This 
an be exploited to enhan
e the 
ontrast between blood and surrounding tis-
sues.
14
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Figure 1.2: Time-of-ight angiography of the brain vessels. Left: 
oronal maximum
intensity proje
tion (MIP); right: transversal MIP.
1.3.1.1 Time-of-ight angiography
The rst sequen
e for angiographi
 imaging to be introdu
ed was the time-of-ight
(TOF) te
hnique [9,10℄. It is a T1-weighted sequen
e with a two-dimensional a
quisition,
or thin-slab three-dimensional a
quisition, with sli
e orientation perpendi
ular to the
main ow dire
tion. Short repetition times produ
e very low signal from all tissues
be
ause of saturation ee
ts. Blood, on the other hand, benets from the so-
alled
inow ee
t, whi
h means that at every TR the ex
ited volume of blood leaves the
imaging sli
e, and a new volume enters. The next radiofrequen
y pulse will therefore
ex
ite non-saturated blood, thus resulting in maximum available signal (see g. 1.2).
Sometimes o-resonan
e saturation pulses are played before the a
tual ex
itation to
exploit magnetization transfer ee
ts that 
ontribute to the saturation of stati
 tissues
[1113℄.
This sequen
e is 
on
eptually simple and easily implemented, and also gives good
results in regions were blood ow is mainly dire
ted along a single axis. On the other
hand, in regions were vessels bend signi
antly (see g. 1.3), a portion of the vessel
might fall inside one single sli
e, 
ausing the inow ee
t to 
ease. In this 
ase, a signal
drop is observed and it might be mistaken for a vessel pathology like a stenosis.
1.3.1.2 Phase-
ontrast angiography
Phase-
ontrast is a method for velo
ity quanti
ation, and will be presented in detail in
se
tion 1.4. However, it 
an also be used as a method for the depi
tion of vessel stru
ture.
To a
hieve this, time-averaged velo
ity is measured along one or more dire
tions, and
then to every voxel in the dataset a gray level value proportional to the measured
15
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Figure 1.3: In-plane saturation in anterior tibial artery mimi
king stenosis in TOF
a
quisition (left), not seen on Gd-enhan
ed MR angiogram (right). (Sour
e: [14℄)
velo
ity is assigned. In 
ase of multiple dire
tion en
oding, a sum of squares of the
velo
ities in the measured dire
tions is 
onsidered [15, 16℄. This angiography method
is more a

urate than TOF when more than one en
oding dire
tion is implemented,
but this results in longer s
an times, the duration of the a
quisition being (roughly)
proportional to the number of dire
tions en
oded.
1.3.1.3 ECG-gated fast spin-e
ho
Introdu
ed as a 
on
ept in 1985 [17℄, angiography based on ECG-gated spin e
ho is
now be
oming 
lini
ally feasible in a

eptable s
an times thanks to the development
of single-shot partial-Fourier fast spin-e
ho a
quisitions [18, 19℄. The prin
iple of this
te
hnique relies on a
quiring two datasets at dierent instants of the 
ardia
 
y
le. In
the dataset a
quired during systole, the fast ow in the arteries generates ow voids in
the vessels, whi
h appear bla
k. In the diastoli
 phase, the ow is slower and therefore
the signal from the artery appears bright. The ba
kground and venous signals appear
un
hanged in the two datasets due to the low velo
ities of venous ow. Subtra
ting the
systoli
 dataset from the diastoli
 one results into a pure arteriogram (see g. 1.4).
This te
hnique has been su

essfully applied to thora
i
 vessels [20℄ and promising
preliminary results have been obtained with peripheral angiography [14, 21℄.
1.3.1.4 Balan
ed-SSFP-based methods
balan
ed steady-state free pre
ession (bSSFP) is a fast sequen
e 
hara
terized by a
T2/T1 
ontrast. This weighting gives very high signal from uids, thus making bSSFP an
ideal 
hoi
e for the depi
tion of vessels, as shown also in 
hapter 4. This sequen
e, maybe
in 
onjun
tion with T2 preparation 
an be dire
tly used for the depi
tion of vessels,
for example in the imaging of 
oronary arteries [22, 23℄. In alternative, an inversion
pulse 
an be used for ba
kground suppression and vessel sele
tion. This te
hnique is
termed arterial spin labeling, and 
onsists of applying a non-sele
tive inversion pulse
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Figure 1.4: Three-dimensional partial-Fourier FSE imaging with systoli
 and diastoli

a
quisition. Ea
h se
tion (S1, S2, ... Sn) is imaged in one single-shot a
quisition. One
trigger delay (d1) is timed for systole for one 3D a
quisition, while a se
ond delay (d2) is
timed for diastole. A
quisitions are performed every other or every third heartbeat. A
short tau inversion-re
overy (STIR) pulse 
an be used for improved fat suppression. To
generate a bright-blood angiogram, systoli
 images (where arterial ow appears dark)
are subtra
ted from diastoli
 images. A = arteries, RF = radiofrequen
y, V = veins.
(Sour
e: [14℄)
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immediately followed by a sli
e-sele
tive inversion. The se
ond pulse is targeted to a
spe
i
 artery. After an inversion time TI that would null the ba
kground signal, a fast
bSSFP a
quisition is performed downstream to the tagging point [24,25℄. The result of
this a
quisition will be a high-
ontrast arteriogram.
1.3.2 Contrast-enhan
ed MRA te
hniques
The usage of intravas
ular 
ontrast agents is highly bene
ial from a te
hnique point of
view. The 
ontrast media that are normally used for angiography are gadolinium-based,
and they redu
e the longitudinal relaxation time T1. This allows the a
quisition to be
performed without exploiting velo
ity-indu
ed ee
ts, but with standard T1-weighted
sequen
es, whi
h are well-suited for fast imaging [26℄. With this method, the depi
tion
of the vessels is not related to ow dire
tion. Contrast-enhan
ed angiography (CE-
MRA) has been widely used, when no 
ontraindi
ation to the use of 
ontrast agent
persists [14, 27, 28℄.
1.3.2.1 Standard 
ontrast-enhan
ed MR angiography
Standard 
ontrast-enhan
ed angiography is performed by intravenous inje
tion of a
bolus of 
ontrast agent, followed by a radiofrequen
y-spoiled gradient re
alled e
ho
(RF-spoiled GRE) a
quisition [26,29℄. With 
onventional extra
ellular 
ontrast agents
(mole
ules that diuse from the blood vessels to the extra
ellular spa
e), the a
quisition
is normally limited as rst pass of the 
ontrast agent bolus, as imaging in the steady-
state angiography is not useful be
ause of rapid extravasation of su
h extra
ellular

ontrast media resulting in de
reasing vas
ular and in
reasing ba
kground signal [26,27℄.
More re
ently [27℄, a new 
lass of 
ontrast agents, named blood pool 
ontrast agents,
has been introdu
ed. Mole
ules of this family are bound to ma
romole
ules that do
not diuse in the extravas
ular spa
e (albumin, dextran, polylisine, et
. [30,31℄). These

ontrast agents allow a
quisition of an arteriovenous angiogram during up to 42 minutes
after inje
tion [27℄.
With a standard rst-pass angiography a
quisition, one three-dimensional dataset
is a
quired. The sequen
e timing is adjusted in order to have the 
enter of the k-
spa
e a
quired either during the arterial phase (all arteries are enhan
ed but no venous
enhan
ement is visible yet), or during a later phase when all the vessels are enhan
ed.
The 
riti
al point in this kind of a
quisition is to time the sequen
e 
orre
tly in
order to have all the desired vessels properly enhan
ed. Early a
quisition of the k-spa
e

enter 
an result in ringing artifa
ts at the vessel boundaries (see g. 1.5), whereas
late a
quisition results in de
reased arterial signal and venous 
ontamination [29℄. The
most used timing te
hnique is the inje
tion of a low-dose test bolus, imaged with a
time-resolved sequen
e, in order to 
al
ulate the time needed for the bolus to rea
h the
region of interest. This time is then introdu
ed as a delay for the se
ond a
quisition.
with the a
tual 
ontrast agent bolus.
In order to avoid dealing with bolus timing, or to image areas where arterial en-
han
ement 
an o

ur at dierent time points, a 
omplete time-resolved approa
h 
an
18
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Figure 1.5: Ringing artifa
t due to early a
quisition of k-spa
e 
enter in CE-MRA
(Sour
e: [29℄)
be used.
1.3.2.2 Time-resolved angiography
Time-resolved a
quisition proto
ols have been available sin
e 1996 [32℄, and are get-
ting more and more used as newer a
quisition a

eleration te
hniques implemented
on 
ommer
ial MRI s
anners. Most of these te
hniques rely on view sharing (Time-
Resolved imaging of Contrast Kineti
S [TRICKS℄ [32℄, Time-Resolved E
ho-shared
Angiographi
 Te
hnique [TREATS℄ [33, 34℄, Time-resolved imaging With Sto
hasti

Traje
tories [TWIST℄ [21℄, 4-Dimensional Time-Resolved Angiography using Keyhole
[4D-TRAK℄ [35℄).
The a
quisition is still a three-dimensional T1-weighted sequen
e, but several datasets
are a
quired subsequently, ea
h with an a
quisition time ranging from one to few se
-
onds.
The a
quired datasets are normally re
onstru
ted separately, providing hemody-
nami
 ow information. With time-resolved MRA it is possible to depi
t phenomena
with short arterial-to-venous transit times, distinguish arterial from venous stru
tures
and determine dire
tion of ow.
With this a
quisition method, multiple datasets of arterial and arteriovenous phases
are obtained. In order to obtain a pure arteriogram or venogram, a postpro
essing
algorithm for artery/vein separation is needed. The existing algorithms are semiau-
tomati
, needing a 
ertain degree of user intera
tion for sele
tion of referen
e points
or images [3638℄. A novel method for 
ompletely automati
 artery/vein separation is
presented in 
hapter 2.
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1.4 Flow quanti
ation
MRI allows for another method of assessment and visualization of the 
hara
teristi
s
of ow inside vessels and organs. By using the 
hara
teristi
s of the MR signal, it is
possible to en
ode the a
tual velo
ity of a moving set of protons (iso
hromat) in the
phase 
omponent of the re
onstru
ted image. This is useful, for example, in 
ardi-
ology to 
al
ulate the ventri
ular stroke volume, valve regurgitation, et
. [39, 40℄ or in
neuroradiology to assess the ow 
hara
teristi
s of the 
erebrospinal uid in pathologies
like hydro
ephalus and Chiari malformation [41, 42℄.
Re
ently, the study of three-dimensional ow patterns allowed for the study of other
ow-related parameters like wall shear stress and vorti
ity, that are believed to 
orre-
late with the severity or the prognosis of vas
ular pathologies like plaque formation or
aneurysm development [43, 44℄.
1.4.1 Phase and motion
Moving iso
hromats intera
t with the imaging gradients in a dierent way with respe
t
to stationary spins. The standard imaging 
on
epts assume that every iso
hromat
experien
es a magneti
 eld generated by gradients whose intensity is only determined
by the spin's spatial position. This results in a phase evolution of the signal given by
the iso
hromat that is dire
tly proportional to the spatial position and to the zeroth
moment of the applied gradient.
In general, the phase evolution is given by:
φ(t) =
ˆ t
0
ωL(τ)dτ = γ
ˆ t
0
B(τ)dτ = γ
ˆ t
0
Gx(τ)x(τ)dτ, (1.1)
where ωLis the lo
al Larmor pulsation, γ is the gyromagneti
 ratio, B(t) is the lo-

al magneti
 eld, Gx(t) is the gradient amplitude, x(t) is the spatial position of the
iso
hromat along the gradient axis. Assuming a 
onstant position over time x(t) = x0:
φ(t) = γ
(ˆ t
0
Gx(τ)dτ
)
x0 = γM0x0, (1.2)
where M0 =
´ t
0 Gx(τ)dτ is named zeroth moment of the gradient.
If the spatial position is not 
onstant, but the iso
hromat is moving a 
onstant
velo
ity, i.e. x(t) = x0 + vxt, eq. (1.1) be
omes:
φ(t) = γ
ˆ t
0
Gx(τ) (x0 + vxτ) dτ
= γ
(ˆ t
0
Gx(τ)dτ
)
x0 + γ
(ˆ t
0
Gx(τ)τdτ
)
vx (1.3)
= γM0x0 + γM1vx,
where M1 =
´ t
0 Gx(τ)τdτ is named rst moment of the gradient.
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Figure 1.6: Flow void (arrow) due to intra-voxel dephasing related to ow in the Aque-
du
t of Sylvius.
As shown in the formula, a moving iso
hromat a
quires a phase that is normally
unwanted, and this 
an be a 
ause of artifa
ts, like signal loss due to intra-voxel dephas-
ing (given by dierent phases a

umulated by spins inside one voxel moving at dierent
speeds, see g. 1.6), or shifting of anatomi
al stru
tures [45℄.
1.4.1.1 Phase 
ontrast
In the approximation of 
onstant ow velo
ity, the phase of the iso
hromat assumes a
value that is proportional to the rst moment of the gradient along the ow dire
tion
and to the velo
ity itself. If the imaging sequen
e is designed in a way that the rst
moment of the gradients is kept 
onstant throughout the whole k-spa
e, then this phase
shift does not 
ause any artifa
t but will be en
oded in the re
onstru
ted phase image,
and 
an be used to obtain dire
t information about ow velo
ity.
However, phase images may have spurious errors due to eld inhomogeneities or ra-
diofrequen
y penetration ee
ts [45℄, that would interfere with the possibility of quan-
tifying velo
ity from a single s
an. These ba
kground phases are independent of the
gradient pulses and 
an be eliminated if two phase images are 
olle
ted and subtra
ted.
If the rst moment of the gradients is 
hanged between two su
h s
ans, there will be
velo
ity dependent phase information in the subtra
ted image. This method is named
phase 
ontrast and was introdu
ed in 1960 by Hahn [46℄.
The pra
ti
al realization of a phase 
ontrast sequen
e, in the most 
lassi
al form,

onsists of a standard imaging sequen
e, normally based on gradient-e
ho in order to
a
hieve short a
quisition times [47℄, in whi
h a bipolar gradient pulse is added (on any
axis) before signal a
quisition (see g. 1.7). This bipolar pulse has M0 = 0, therefore
it does not 
ontribute to the spatial en
oding, and has a M1 that depends on the
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Figure 1.7: a) Bipolar gradient pulse; b) Typi
al pulse sequen
e with ow en
oding in
the through-plane dire
tion.
parameters of the gradient pulse (see g. 1.7a for symbol referen
e):
M1 = A(w + r)(w + 2r). (1.4)
The se
ond a
quisition is either performed without the ow-sensitizing gradient
(referen
e a
quisition), or with inverted polarity, and therefore opposite M1 (balan
ed
a
quisition).
TheM1 value also poses a limit on the maximum velo
ity that 
an be en
oded by the
sequen
e, as the phase 
an only assume values between −pi and +pi. This velo
ity limit
is 
alled Ven
 (sometimes referred to velo
ity anti-aliasing limit), and is the velo
ity
value that gives a phase shift of pi, and 
an be obtained with the following formula:
venc = pi/γ∆M1, (1.5)
where γ is the gyromagneti
 ratio and ∆M1 is the dieren
e of the rst moments of the
ow-sensitizing gradients of the two s
ans. It is important to 
orre
tly 
hoose a Ven

not lower than the maximum expe
ted velo
ity, otherwise phase wrapping o

urs, and
not too mu
h higher, otherwise the signal-to-noise ratio de
ays.
The velo
ity 
an be extra
ted from the phase 
ontrast image by simple s
aling of
the phase value of the image resulting from the subtra
tion of the phase images:
v = φ/γ∆M1, (1.6)
where φ is the measured phase. An example of phase 
ontrast data from the head
vessels is shown in gure 1.8.
1.4.2 Three-dire
tional, three-dimensional, time-resolved
Sin
e the beginning of the 1990s, the phase 
ontrast method was extended in order
to en
ode ow in multiple dire
tions in a single a
quisition session [4749℄. All the
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Figure 1.8: Two-dimensional phase 
ontrast data of the internal 
arotid arteries and of
the basilar artery. a) Magnitude image. b-f) Phase 
ontrast images of the highlighted
region, at ve dierent 
ardia
 phases. The arteries look brighter in the systoli
 phase
due to higher velo
ities. g) Velo
ity time 
ourse in the right internal 
arotid artery
extra
ted from the phase 
ontrast images.
x y z
1 0 0 0
2 + 0 0
3 0 + 0
4 0 0 +
x y z
1 - - -
2 + + -
3 + - +
4 - + +
Table 1.1: Tables representing the signs of the en
oding moments in three-dire
tional
ow assessment. Rows are en
oding steps, 
olumns are en
oding dire
tion. A + sign
represents positive en
oding moment; a - sign represents negative en
oding moment;
a 0 sign means no en
oding. On the left, four-point referen
ed a
quisition s
heme; on
the right, four-point balan
ed a
quisition s
heme.
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Figure 1.9: Three-dimensional, three-dire
tional, time-resolved ow measurement of the

erebral vessels. top: streamlines in the 
ir
le of Willis of a healthy volunteer. bottom:
streamlines in a large, wide-ne
ked, oval-shaped parophthalmi
 aneurysm of the right
internal 
erebral artery (adapted from [43℄).
presented methods rely on a
quiring four steps, with dierent ow sensitivities (see
table 1.1).
In 2003, Markl et al [50℄ demonstrated the feasibility of a time-resolved three-
dimensional te
hnique for ow a
quisition, based on RF-spoiled gradient e
ho, together
with a visualization pro
edure able to depi
t ow patterns in three dimensions. This
approa
h allows a more exible denition of areas of interest inside the a
quired dataset,
and the possibility of extra
ting indire
t ow-related parameters like wall shear stress.
Two examples of three-dire
tional, three-dimensional, time-resolved ow quanti
a-
tion of the brain vessels is shown in gure 1.9.
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1.5 Aim of the thesis
As mentioned above, MRI is a major tool for the diagnosis of brain diseases, and in fa
t
a very signi
ant portion of resear
h eorts from the international 
ommunity is fo
used
on head imaging. BOLD fMRI, perfusion MRI were primarily developed for monitoring
the a
tivity and viability of the 
entral nervous system. However, most of the methods
still hold room for improvement. One major issue is the in
rease of signal-to-noise, for
multiple reasons: apart from the obvious in
rease in image quality, signal gain 
an also
be traded for higher resolutions and for faster a
quisitions. Therefore the general goal
of method development is to obtain better, more detailed images, and faster. However,
signal-to-noise does not ne
essarily mean higher diagnosti
 potential. The other 
ru
ial
aspe
t derives from image 
ontrast. An optimal sequen
e will have a high 
ontrast
between the desired target of the imaging (a lesion, a vessel, et
.) and the ba
kground.
In this thesis, new methods are presented that aim to enhan
e image quality in the
visualization of intra
ranial ow. The aim of the methods hereby presented is to a
hieve
a higher diagnosti
 potential by enhan
ing signal 
hara
teristi
s and image 
ontrast with
respe
t to unwanted ba
kground.
For angiographi
 a
quisition, this is a
hieved by introdu
ing a postpro
essing method
for time-resolved 
ontrast-enhan
ed MR angiography datasets whi
h enables, in an op-
erator-independent way, the suppression of unwanted ba
kground stru
tures and the
enhan
ement of potential pathologi
al 
onditions.
For ow quanti
ation, a new te
hnique for three-dimensional ow, based on bal-
an
ed-SSFP, is presented. bSSFP is a fast a
quisition sequen
e that gives optimal signal
for the imaging of uids (and for this reason it 
an also dire
tly used for angiography, as
mentioned in se
tion 1.3.1.4). From a SNR point of view, it has ideal 
hara
teristi
s to
be used as a ow quanti
ation sequen
e. This sequen
e 
an be used to explore the blood
ow in intra
ranial vessels, and the ow of CSF in the ventri
ular and subara
hnoid
spa
e.
The goal of the thesis is to present these novel methods, and evaluate their appli
a-
bility in a real 
lini
al environment. For this reasons, experiments on healthy subje
ts
and on patients are 
onsidered in this work.
1.6 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is divided in two parts, ea
h fo
using mainly on one of the two uid 
ompart-
ments of the CNS: the blood and the CSF. The rst part, titled Angiography, presents
a novel method for the study of time-resolved 
ontrast-enhan
ed MRA datasets. From a
time series of three-dimensional angiography datasets, a
quired during the rst pass of
the 
ontrast agent bolus, a single 
olor-
oded dataset is obtained, in whi
h arteries and
veins are separated and pathologies that impair the blood ow, like arteriovenous mal-
formations, are highlighted. In parti
ular, in 
hapter 2 the algorithm double-referen
e

ross-
orrelation that performs the separation and the 
olor-
oding is presented, while

hapter 3 demonstrates a method for automati
 referen
e sele
tion to be used with
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the previous algorithm in order to a
hieve unsupervised analysis of the time-resolved
datasets. The method is based on the analysis of the time 
ourses of the signal intensity
of ea
h voxel in the dataset. These time 
ourses ree
t the bolus shape and timing at
ea
h anatomi
al lo
ation. The 
omparison with two referen
e fun
tions, representing
the time 
ourse of the signal intensity in arteries and veins respe
tively, gives a prob-
ability index that the 
onsidered test voxel belongs to an artery, to a vein, or to the
ba
kground. The algorithm presented in this thesis uses 
ross-
orrelation as similarity
test, hen
e the name of the method, but also introdu
es a way of taking into a

ount
the mutual 
orrelation between referen
es to a
hieve a more a

urate separation. This
is realized by applying a red-green-blue 
olormap to the output dataset, whi
h 
hanges
its 
hara
teristi
s depending on the referen
e 
orrelation value.
The identi
ation of the referen
e time 
ourses 
an be done manually, or with an
automati
 algorithm. The proposed automati
 algorithm for referen
e sele
tion is based
on a modied k-means 
lustering te
hnique that performs an approximate unsupervised
separation on a subset of the a
quired voxels. Chapter 3 introdu
es this algorithm and
demonstrates that there is no statisti
al dieren
e in the quality of the nal angiograms
In the se
ond part, termed Flow quantifi
ation, a novel method for time-
resolved three-dimensional, three-dire
tional ow quanti
ation is presented. This me-
thod is based on bSSFP, and is espe
ially suited for the investigation of CSF ow pat-
terns. In 
hapter 4 the sequen
e is introdu
ed; in 
hapter 5 a re
onstru
tion method
able to enhan
e the temporal resolution of ow quanti
ation sequen
es is presented.
Balan
ed SSFP, with a T2/T1 
ontrast and short repetition times (in the order of few
millise
onds), is an ideal sequen
e for fast a
quisition of uids, whi
h present long lon-
gitudinal and transversal relaxation 
onstants, be
ause at the end of TR the transversal
magnetization is refo
used and preserved in a steady-state. Flow quanti
ation based
on this sequen
e 
an have high SNR, thus allowing the usage of a

eleration te
hniques
for redu
ing the total a
quisition times. However, the steady-state of bSSFP is very
sensitive to dephasing due to ow or eddy 
urrents, therefore spe
ial measures need to
be taken in the sequen
e design in order to minimize the artifa
ts arising from these
two phenomena. In 
hapter 4 the two main methods for eddy 
urrent 
ompensation are
presented and 
ompared, and the optimal implementation is identied. Unfortunately,
these methods introdu
e a penalty in the temporal resolution. The re
onstru
tion te
h-
nique presented in 
hapter 5 is an e
ient re
onstru
tion method to 
ompensate for
this penalty.
Finally 
hapter 6 shows preliminary results of the 
lini
al appli
ation of the afore-
mentioned ow en
oding sequen
e. This sequen
e is used to image the ventri
ular sys-
tem of healthy volunteers, in order to identify physiologi
 ow patterns of the CSF, and
to image the CSF 
ir
ulation in a patient suering of three-ventri
ular hydro
ephalus,
before a ventri
ulostomy operation was performed, and after surgery, in order to 
onrm
the diagnosis and to assess the out
ome of the operation.
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Artery/vein separation in
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ed MR angiography
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2.1 Introdu
tion
Time-resolved 
ontrast-enhan
ed magneti
 resonan
e angiography (CE-MRA) [13℄ with
high temporal resolution has be
ome a widely used te
hnique to visualize the dynami

transit of a 
ontrast bolus from the arterial to the arteriovenous phase. To improve
the visualization of vas
ular stru
ture 
ompared to ba
kground, usually magnitude or

omplex subtra
tion is performed [4℄. This method, either implemented as a 2D or
3D sequen
e, has been extensively used, for example, for the work-up of neurovas
ular
disorders (e.g. arteriovenous stula) [511℄. However, there are important limitations
of the te
hnique. First, due to the short arteriovenous transit time (e.g. 8 se
 for the

erebral vessels) and the small diameter of many important vessels, there is a trade-o
between the spatial and temporal resolutions of CE-MRA even if a

elerated MR a
qui-
sitions with parallel imaging te
hniques are used. Se
ond, in 
ontrast to intra-arterial
digital subtra
tion angiography (DSA), due to the arterial overlay in the venous phase,
a separation of the arterial and venous phase is not possible, but merely the separation
of an arterial and an arteriovenous phase. A display of the venous phase without
superimposition of arteries is yet of interest for the evaluation of numerous vas
ular
disorders.
Dierent postpro
essing strategies have been proposed to deal with this task [1219℄.
The most 
ommonly applied is the simple subtra
tion of the arterial data sets from
venous datasets. However, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the resultant image is
redu
ed by a fa
tor of if noise properties of the two images are similar. A method
termed 
ross-
orrelation [12℄ was shown to be superior 
ompared to the subtra
tion
method both in terms of artery/vein separation and SNR. With this te
hnique, the
signal intensity time 
ourse of a region-of-interest (ROI) pla
ed within an artery (vein)
is 
ross-
orrelated with the time 
ourses of all a
quired datasets. The 
ross-
orrelation
as an index of similarity ideally yields an arteriogram (venogram) only. This te
hnique
also leads to an in
rease in SNR by a fa
tor of about two with respe
t to the subtra
tion
te
hnique. The impli
it assumption of this te
hnique is that the temporal behavior of the
arterial phase does not overlap with the temporal behavior of venous phase signi
antly.
However, this assumption is not always fullled and an unwanted depi
tion of venous
signal in the arteriogram and vi
e versa 
an be observed.
In this 
hapter, the theory of the 
ross-
orrelation method is revised, and an exten-
sion of this method, termed double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation, is introdu
ed.
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2.2 Theory
2.2.1 Cross-
orrelation
The 
ross-
orrelation between a dis
rete test fun
tion T and dis
rete referen
e fun
tion
R 
an be dened as:
c(T,R) =
N−1∑
i=0
(
R(ti)− R¯
) (
T (ti)− T¯
)
√√√√√N−1∑
i=0
(
R(ti)− R¯
)2
√√√√N−1∑
i=0
(
T (ti)− T¯
)2
, (2.1)
where N is the number of measured 3D volume datasets and R¯, T¯ are means of the

orresponding series. The 
oe
ient c(T,R) is maximal if T = R.
The mean-detrended and normalized value of a fun
tion T 
an be dened as:
ˆT (ti) =
T (ti)− T¯√√√√N−1∑
i=0
(
T (ti)− T¯
)2 . (2.2)
Dening Rˆ in a similar way, we obtain:
c(T,R) = Tˆ · Rˆ, (2.3)
whi
h is the s
alar produ
t between the two ve
tors Tˆ and Rˆ. The 
orrelation 
oe
ient
c is always in the interval [−1, 1], being the s
alar produ
t between two ve
tors of unit
norm. In general, the 
orrelation 
oe
ients are the 
osine of the angle between the
referen
e and test ve
tor in N-dimensional spa
e of the dis
rete time 
ourses. Be
ause
of the normalization pro
edure of the test ve
tor, the temporal behavior of the signal
(for e.g. vas
ular stru
ture) as well as ba
kground falls into the same dynami
 range.
This is undesirable as it dis
ards the a
tual signal strength information (gray level
value in the original image) of the test ve
tor. Hen
e, in order not to lose SNR in the
resultant 
orrelation map, the s
alar produ
t between the normalized referen
e ve
tor
and non-normalized test ve
tor is 
omputed, ie T˜ (ti) = T (ti)− T¯ .
Thus, the formula for 
orrelation 
oe
ients be
omes:
c(T,R) = T˜ · Rˆ. (2.4)
2.2.2 Double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation
With the standard 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique, the 
ross-
orrelated 
oe
ient 
an be
interpreted as the length of the proje
tion of the time 
ourse of the test ve
tor on the
axis of the referen
e ve
tor. The 
orrelation maps obtained with respe
t to arterial refer-
en
e and venous referen
e are treated as independent of ea
h other. However, be
ause
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Figure 2.1: a) Ve
tor representation of 
orrelation 
oe
ients in the standard 
ross-

orrelation te
hnique. The 
orrelation 
oe
ients are proje
tions of the test ve
tor on
the referen
e axes. The test ve
tor 
omponents that are not 
oplanar with the referen
es
are dis
arded in the proje
tion pro
ess. The skew angle θ is also shown. b) Orthogonal
transformation of referen
e system. From the proje
tion of test ve
tor on the arterial
and venous referen
e another 
oe
ient is 
al
ulated, 
orresponding to the proje
tion
of ve
tor on the axis normal to the arterial referen
e.
of signi
ant overlapping of arterial and venous phase, there is sometimes a mutual
dependen
y between the two 
orrelation maps. In this 
ase the arterial and venous ref-
eren
e time 
ourses be
ome similar to ea
h other, and therefore the resulting 
orrelation
maps will show little dieren
e. In the double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique this
dependen
y is de
oupled by formulating the relation between the 
onsidered referen
e
ve
tors. The aim of this approa
h is to 
lassify a voxel as arterial or venous as the
result of a 
omparison between the measures of similarity of the voxel time 
ourse with
the arterial and venous referen
es, represented by the standard 
ross-
orrelation maps.
The 
lassier also uses a soft margin approa
h instead of a hard thresholding in order
to take into a

ount for voxels with mixed arterial and venous time 
ourses. The 
las-
si
ation is obtained through a nonlinear transformation of the 
orrelation maps and
through an appli
ation of an RGB 
olor map to the transformed values.
Consider a 2-dimensional subspa
e formed by two referen
e ve
tors, whi
h is 
alled as
vessel plane. The two referen
e ve
tors form on this plane an angle θ = arccos(Rartery, Rvein)
that is given by the ar
 
osine of the 
orrelation 
oe
ient between the referen
es, whi
h
we termed as skew angle (see Fig. 2.1a).
The length of the proje
tion ve
tor of time 
ourse of the test ve
tor onto this plane
gives the signal strength information. The dire
tion angle 
omparison with the skew
angle indi
ates whether it is a part of an artery or a vein. The 
oordinates of proje
tion
ve
tor in this plane are the 
ross-
orrelation 
oe
ients c(T,Rartery) and c(T,Rvein) of
the time 
ourse of the test ve
tor obtained with respe
t to arterial referen
e and venous
referen
e, respe
tively.
Thus, the 
al
ulation of length and dire
tion of any ve
tor in the vessel plane 
an be
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performed provided its 
ross-
orrelation 
oe
ients are known. In order to simplify this
algebrai
 manipulation, the vessel plane is 
onverted into an orthonormal (re
tangular)

oordinate system. Although any arbitrary orthonormal system 
an be 
hosen, for
simpli
ity an orthonormal system formed by (Rartery, R
⊥
artery) is 
hosen (Fig. 2.1b).
The 
oordinates of any ve
tor in the new orthonormal system 
an be 
al
ulated from
the 
orrelation 
oe
ients using the 
oordinate transformation formula given by
[
TRartery
TR⊥artery
]
=
[
1 0
− cot(θ) csc(θ)
] [
c(T,Rartery)
c(T,Rvein)
]
(2.5)
where TRartery and TR⊥artery
are 
oordinates of the test ve
tor in the new orthonormal
referen
e system, and θ is the skew angle. The 
al
ulation of the length and dire
tion
of any ve
tor in this re
tangular 
oordinate system may be done by 
onverting it into
a polar 
oordinate system. The re
tangular to polar 
oordinate transformation is given
by:
r =
√
(TRartery)
2 + (TR⊥artery
)2, (2.6)
α = sign(TR⊥artey
) arccos
(
TRartery
r
)
, (2.7)
where 0 ≤ r < ∞ and −pi < α ≤ pi. In order to form an image from length r and
dire
tion angle α, 
olormap en
oding may be used.
2.2.3 RGB En
oding
Color maps have more degrees of freedom as 
ompared to gray-level maps. For example,
an RGB map syntheti
ally represents three gray-level maps in one image. In the present

ase, two s
alar values, the ve
tor length r and the dire
tion angle α 
orresponding to
ea
h voxel are en
oded using RGB 
olormap. The RGB 
olormap en
oding leads to
simultaneous visualization of both arteriogram (red) and venogram (blue); otherwise
impossible with gray-level en
oding.
The parameter α is an angle between a ve
tor and the arterial referen
e in an
orthogonal system formed by arterial and venous referen
e. Hen
e, it indi
ates the
proximity of that ve
tor with either the arterial referen
e or the venous referen
e. The

omparison of the bise
tor of skew angle between arterial referen
e and venous referen
e
and α 
ategorizes the ve
tor as part of an arteriogram (red) or a venogram (blue). If α is
mu
h higher than the arterial or venous referen
e dire
tion angle, the voxel is identied
as noise and mapped as ba
kground signal (bla
k). Parameter r represents the length of
the proje
tion of the test ve
tor onto the vessel plane. Therefore, it is dire
tly mapped
as brightness of the voxel.
Figure 2.2 shows the 
olor assigned to ea
h ve
tor lying on the vessel plane using the
RGB 
olor map. The region in proximity to the bise
tor of skew angle appears purple
in 
olor due to mixed mapping of red and blue 
olors.
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Figure 2.2: RGB 
olor en
oding of the vessel plane. The skew angle θ is indi
ated as
the angle between the referen
e dire
tions. Four zones are identied in the plane, a
pure arterial blood zone (red), where phase ranges from −θ/2 to θ/4; a mixed blood zone
(purple), with range
θ/4, 3/4θ; a pure venous blood zone (blue), with range 3/4θ, 3/2θ;
and a no vessel zone (bla
k), ranging outside the aforementioned ones.
2.3 Implementation
The double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm was implemented as ANSI C plug-ins
for Matlab (The Mathworks In
., Nati
k, MA). All programs were implemented on a 64-
bit personal 
omputer with 2 GB of RAM running GNU/Linux (kernel version 2.6.12)
operating system. The ee
tive 
omputation time with this 
onguration was less than
a minute for ea
h dataset. In order to improve the workow in a 
lini
al environment, a
user interfa
e based on Qt graphi
 libraries (Nokia Qt Software, Norway) was spe
i
ally
developed, whi
h in
luded a database interfa
e where DICOM information was stored,
and an interfa
e to sele
t the datasets to use for analysis (see g. 2.3).
The algorithm requires the sele
tion of referen
e time 
ourses for arteries and veins.
This 
an be done manually by a spe
i
 user interfa
e (g. 2.4), by sele
ting points
in easily-identiable vessels (
arotid artery and superior sagittal sinus), or by using a

lustering algorithm (des
ribed in 
hapter 3) that automati
ally identies the referen
e
time 
ourses.
2.4 Experiments
To evaluate the double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique, ten randomly 
hosen time-
resolved 3D 
erebral CE-MRA datasets from patients in whom neurovas
ular disease
was ruled out by MR and MRA workup were in
luded in this analysis. In addition,
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Figure 2.3: Dataset sele
tion interfa
e, with previews. It also in
lude some basi
 DI-
COM fun
tionality (DICOM send, save to disk, delete).
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Figure 2.4: Interfa
e for manual sele
tion of referen
e points.
two datasets from patients with a 
erebral dural arteriovenous stula as proven by DSA
were in
luded. This retrospe
tive analysis of the patient data was approved by the lo
al
ethi
s board.
2.4.1 MRI image a
quisition
Cerebral time-resolved 3D-MRA datasets used for this study were a
quired using 3D
FLASH sequen
e implemented on a 1.5T MRI system (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens
Medi
al Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) as des
ribed by Me
kel et al [6,7℄. An in-plane
resolution of 2.0 mm x 2.0 mm with a sli
e thi
kness of 2.2 mm and a temporal resolution
of 1.5 se
 per 3D dataset were obtained. A single bolus of 
ontrast agent (0.5 molar
Gadolinium-DOTA) was administered using a power inje
tor (20 ml, 3 ml/s) followed
by a saline ush. In total, a series of 25 3D-datasets were a
quired in 37.5 se
onds,
where the a
quisition of the rst dataset was started simultaneously with the inje
tion
of the 
ontrast agent bolus.
To evaluate the ee
t of time resolution on the separation performan
e, one dataset
was downsampled from the original time resolution (1.5s) to lower sampling periods
(3.0s, 4.5s, 6.0s and 7.5s) to mimi
 multiple a
quisitions at dierent time resolutions.
The 
ross-
orrelation and the double-referen
e 
orrelation algorithms were then inde-
pendently applied on all obtained datasets.
In order to dire
tly 
ompare the results of the double-referen
e 
orrelation algorithm
with the 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique, graylevel maps were also 
al
ulated from the RGB
images. This was a
hieved by alternatively sele
ting the red 
hannel and the blue

hannel information for dire
t 
omparison with the standard 
ross-
orrelation algorithm
and quantitative analysis.
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2.4.2 Data analysis and quality assessment
The results of the double-referen
e 
orrelation algorithm were presented to two ex-
perien
ed radiologists for qualitative evaluation as red-green-blue maximum intensity
proje
tion images. They were asked to de
ide whether the artery/vein separation was

orre
t, and to identify and des
ribe possible pathologies.
Quantitative assessment of the separation e
ien
y was evaluated by 
al
ulating
the 
ontrast between arteries and veins in the arterial and venous graylevel maps. For
this purpose, the sagittal maximum intensity proje
tions (obtained with the double-
referen
e 
orrelation and with the 
ross-
orrelation algorithms) were 
al
ulated, and
ROIs were sele
ted in the arteries of the 
ir
le of Willis and in the superior sagittal
sinus. Spe
ial attention was taken so to sele
t areas where arteries and veins do not
overlap in the proje
tion. The mean intensities of the ROIs were 
al
ulated in the 
al-

ulated arterial map and in the 
al
ulated venous map. The 
ontrasts were 
al
ulated
as artery/vein intensity ratio between the values obtained from the arterial map, and
as vein/artery intensity ratio between the values obtained from the venous map. With
this method, four values were obtained for ea
h dataset, i.e. AVDRC , AVCC , V ADRC ,
V ACC , respe
tively representing the artery/vein 
ontrast in the double-referen
e 
orre-
lation arterial map, the artery/vein 
ontrast in the 
ross-
orrelation arterial map, the
vein/artery 
ontrast in the double-referen
e 
orrelation venous map and the vein/artery

ontrast in the 
ross-
orrelation venous map. In 
ase of perfe
t separation, these in-
di
es would all assume an innite value. The results were 
ompared by 
al
ulating
the dieren
e between the 
ontrast obtained with 
ross-
orrelation and the 
ontrast ob-
tained with double-referen
e 
orrelation, divided by the 
ontrast of the 
ross-
orrelation
algorithm.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Visual assessment of the vessels
The radiologists reported a 
orre
t visual separation of arteries and veins using the
double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm on all datasets. Examples are shown in
gure 2.5 , representing arteriograms and venograms of ve datasets, and in gure
2.6, where the results obtained with the double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm on
the dataset of a normal subje
t are 
ompared to the results deriving from the 
ross-

orrelation te
hnique.
The improvement on the separation of arteries and veins was visually pronoun
ed
if the skew angle was low, indi
ating a high bolus dispersion, as shown in gure 2.7
. In both datasets from patients suering from dural 
erebral arteriovenous stulas,
the radiologists were able to identify, in a

ordan
e to the ndings from DSA, four
fun
tional types of vessels, as shown in gure 2.8 . The arteries were depi
ted in red;
the veins with normal (late) venous outow in blue; the arterialized veins, i.e. the
veins with early lling with arterial blood due to the stula, and no normal venous
outow in red; veins that showed early lling with arterial blood but also late venous
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Figure 2.5: Sagittal grays
ale MIPs of the arteriogram (top row) and venogram (bottom
row) obtained by keeping alternatively the red and blue 
hannel information of 3D
RGB datasets of ve normal subje
ts, 
omputed with double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation
algorithm (skew angle values, from left to right: 44.0°,86.4°, 93.6°, 115.8°, 129.6°)
Figure 2.6: a) MIP (Maximum Intensity Proje
tion) of arteriogram obtained using
standard 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique. In this 
ase, the 
orrelation value between arterial
and venous referen
e was positive and a strong overlay of veins 
an be seen. b) Sagittal
MIP representation of the entire angiogram of a normal subje
t, obtained using double
referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm. Red 
hannel is used to depi
t arteriogram and
blue 
hannel is used to depi
t venogram. 
) Sagittal MIP of the arteriogram. The
image was 
omputed from the 3-D RGB dataset generated by the algorithm by keeping
the red 
hannel information and displayed as a gray-s
ale MIP.
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Figure 2.7: Dierent dispersion of 
ontrast agent bolus in two subje
ts leads to dierent
time 
ourses of referen
e points (in solid line the arterial referen
e and in dashed line
the venous referen
e). The upper panel shows that the standard 
ross-
orrelation (CC)
and double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation (DRC) algorithms have similar performan
e when
the skew angle is higher (129.6 degrees). The lower panel shows the performan
e of the
two algorithms when the skew is lower (44.0 degrees) indi
ating dispersion is higher in
level. In this 
ase the standard 
ross-
orrelation algorithm almost 
ompletely fails in
separating the vessels, while double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation su

eeds, at the 
ost of
lower SNR.
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Figure 2.8: a) Mask subtra
ted 
onventional DSA image in anterior-posterior orienta-
tion of a patient with a dural stula. The early appearing vessels appear bla
k, the
later ones white. Note that due to the stula on the right side, the right transverse
venous sinus appears early (red arrow) while the left transverse sinus shows a mixed
bla
k and white appearan
e (pink arrow). This indi
ates that shunted blood from the
right side is mixed with the normal venous blood from the superior sagittal sinus (blue
arrow). b) and 
) Sagittal and Coronal MIP of a patient having a dural arteriovenous
stula involving the transverse sinus. The arteriovenous shunt is visible at the point
where the o

ipital artery indi
ated in red enters into the right transverse sinus. The
proximal part of the transverse sinus is depi
ted in red 
olor indi
ating the arterial-
ization of this vein. In addition, mixed blood owing through the left jugular vein is
highlighted in purple. The ipsilateral right jugular vein and sigmoid sinus is o

luded
after endovas
ular embolization therapy.
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Skew angle AVCC AVDRC Change V ACC V ADRC Change
44.0° 1.03 9.24 799.73% 1.38 1.56 13.48%
60.5° 0.86 5.29 513.62% 3.61 4.14 14.87%
86.4° 7.04 14.57 106.90% 7.62 7.66 0.49%
93.6° 8.43 8.50 0.83% 7.42 7.42 0.01%
96.8° 11.86 11.86 0.00% 3.69 3.69 0.01%
100.2° 14.68 14.70 0.18% 4.08 4.08 0.05%
110.7° 6.54 6.53 -0.11% 4.03 4.03 -0.03%
115.8° 6.01 6.00 -0.06% 10.94 10.93 -0.03%
122.1° 18.40 18.38 -0.07% 5.00 5.00 0.01%
129.6° 14.19 14.18 -0.02% 2.80 2.80 0.00%
Table 2.1: Comparison between double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation (DRC) and standard

ross-
orrelation (CC) algorithms for datasets of 10 dierent subje
ts having dierent
values of skew angle.
outow in purple.
2.5.2 Quantitative assessment
The performan
e of the double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm was 
ompared in
the non-pathologi
al brain datasets with the standard 
ross-
orrelation algorithm by

omparing the arteriogram artery/vein intensity ratio and the venogram vein/artery
intensity ratio.
Out of ten analyzed datasets, three showed a skew angle smaller than 90°, whi
h is
the theoreti
al threshold for the performan
e de
ay of the 
ross-
orrelation algorithm,
as des
ribed in the theory se
tion.
In a

ordan
e to the qualitative results (gure 2.7), the performan
e for the double
referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm is signi
antly higher than for the standard 
ross-

orrelation algorithm at low skew angles (<90°), while both algorithms have similar
performan
e (dieren
e <1%) at higher skew angles (table 2.1).
As expe
ted, the redu
tion in temporal resolution (in
rease of sampling period) of
a
quisition of the 3D MRA datasets also redu
ed the skew angle. As shown in table 2.2,
the double referen
e 
orrelation algorithm outperformed the 
ross-
orrelation algorithm
at lower temporal resolutions. In parti
ular, at the lowest temporal resolution (7.5s)
the double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation had an improvement of up to 555% with respe
t
to the standard 
ross-
orrelation algorithm.
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Time
resolution
Skew
angle
AVCC AVDRC Change V ACC V ADRC Change
1.5s 86.4° 7.04 14.57 106.90% 7.62 7.66 0.49%
3s 79.6° 2.70 13.21 388.41% 6.81 7.02 3.12%
4.5s 74.5° 1.95 11.83 506.28% 5.87 7.14 21.77%
6s 68.1° 1.54 7.98 418.52% 4.52 7.74 71.21%
7.5s 48.8° 0.93 6.10 555.81% 2.52 5.24 67.94%
Table 2.2: Separation performan
e of the double-referen
e 
orrelation (DRC) algorithm

ompared to the standard 
ross-
orrelation (CC) algorithm for the same dataset sam-
pled at dierent frame rates and thus having dierent skew angles. Top: separation
performan
e for arteries; bottom: separation performan
e for veins.
2.6 Dis
ussion
This 
hapter presented a postpro
essing algorithm for the separation of arteries and
veins in time resolved 3D CE-MRA datasets, termed double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation
te
hnique, an extension of the already established 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique [12℄. With
this te
hnique it was possible to improve the suppression of ba
kground stru
tures and
the separation of the arterial phase from the venous phase 
ompared to the aforemen-
tioned te
hnique. Utilizing RGB 
olor en
oding te
hnique a display of mixed blood
ee
t in stulas was made, and a 
onsistent and reliable 3D or MIP display of both
arteriogram and venogram was provided.
As expe
ted from the theoreti
al derivations, the performan
e of the double referen
e

ross-
orrelation te
hnique was equivalent to 
ross-
orrelation when the 
orrelation be-
tween the two referen
es is zero. When this 
orrelation value is negative, the results are
similar, provided that thresholding is applied to the output image of the 
ross-
orrelation
algorithm. The advantage of the double referen
e 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique over the
standard 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique 
an be appre
iated when the 
orrelation value be-
tween the two referen
es is positive. This happens when the 
ontrast agent bolus is
dispersed due to subje
t's 
ir
ulatory system 
hara
teristi
s or due to te
hni
al reasons,
resulting in overlapping of the arterial and venous phase. An important feature of the
double-referen
e 
orrelation algorithm is the robustness towards lower time resolution
of the a
quired datasets, whi
h leads to higher 
orrelation between the referen
es.
A drawba
k of this algorithm is that it does not allow a real-time implementation,
requiring all time points to be a
quired before the pro
essing.
Various other postpro
essing algorithms for artery/vein separation utilizing time
resolved datasets are present in the literature [12, 16, 20℄. All these algorithms rely
on measuring the similarity between the time 
ourse of the dataset voxels with some
referen
e fun
tion. Kim and Zabih [20℄ des
ribed an approa
h termed as model based
segmentation, in whi
h the temporal behavior of ea
h time-series pixel was 
ompared
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with a standard model su
h as straight line or series of straight lines. As a major
advantage, this method required no manual sele
tion of a referen
e ROIs as the referen
e
waveform is a priori dened; however, this assumption, together with the assumption
that the time series 
an be des
ribed as a series of straight lines, might lead to redu
ed
performan
e in some 
ases as a tradeo for the lesser need for user intera
tion.
Another approa
h for artery/vein segmentation is based on dierent types of 
onne
-
tivity algorithms [1315, 1719, 21℄, whi
h utilizes a high resolution dataset to segment
out the arteries and veins. It exploits the geometri
al 
hara
teristi
s of the arterial and
venous vessel trees, 
omparing the brightness of every voxel with its neighbors and thus
de
iding whether they belong to the same stru
ture or not. Dierent de
ision-making
algorithms lead to dierent implementations and dierent performan
es. Though sim-
ilar in purpose, this 
lass of te
hniques for artery/vein segmentation is very dierent
from the 
lass to whi
h the double-referen
e algorithm belongs. In the former 
ase,
separation is obtained by pure image pro
essing te
hniques and is dire
tly related to
the geometry of the a
quired dataset, and not to the ow 
hara
teristi
s; it allows the
a
quisition of the MR dataset during the steady-state phase of the 
ontrast agent, with
longer s
an times and higher resolution, be
ause no time-resolved a
quisition is needed.
In the latter 
ase, separation is obtained through the analysis of ow patterns as de-
te
ted from a time-resolved s
an, and therefore dire
t information about blood ow is
obtained. For these reasons, dire
t 
omparison between these two 
lasses of algorithms

annot be performed.
In 
on
lusion, the results of the double-referen
e 
orrelation te
hnique were promis-
ing for the appli
ation to CE-MRA, as shown in the example of neurovas
ular appli
a-
tions. The ability of this algorithm to 
ompensate for higher 
orrelation between the
sele
ted referen
e time 
ourses 
an be exploited to a
quire datasets with lower time
resolution and therefore higher spatial detail.
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Chapter 3
Automati
 referen
e sele
tion
An adapted version of this 
hapter is submitted to the Journal of Magneti
 Resonan
e Imaging: Santini
F, S
hubert T, Patil S, Me
kel S, Wetzel SG, S
heer K, Automati
 referen
e sele
tion for artery/vein
separation from time-resolved 3D 
ontrast-enhan
ed MRA datasets.
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3.1 Introdu
tion
In this 
hapter, a method for automati
 referen
e sele
tion that is spe
ially designed
for usage with the double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm introdu
ed in 
hapter 2,
and that is based on a modied version of the k-means 
lustering algorithm [1℄. The
proposed algorithm performs an approximate segmentation on a subset of the original
time-resolved dataset, eventually identifying two 
lusters that minimize the intra-
luster

orrelation and maximize the inter-
luster 
orrelation. The 
entroids of the identied

lusters are used as referen
e for the double-referen
e 
orrelation algorithm.
To evaluate the e
a
y of the method, 10 time-resolved CE-MRA datasets of 
ere-
bral vessels, whi
h were retrospe
tively sele
ted from routine exams and showed no
abnormalities, and 2 datasets from patients with dural arteriovenous stulas were pro-

essed both manually and automati
ally. The quality of the extra
ted arteriograms
and venograms was assessed independently by two radiologists who were blinded to the
method for referen
e sele
tion used to produ
e ea
h dataset. In addition, both meth-
ods were evaluated for their diagnosti
 quality in vas
ular disease on the pathologi
al
datasets.
3.2 The 
lustering algorithm
The rst step of the 
lustering algorithm 
onsists of redu
ing the dimension of the orig-
inal dataset, based on the signal varian
e. Considering the sparsity of an angiography
dataset, voxels that show low signal varian
e over time are dis
arded, and a threshold
is set so that only 1% of the dataset is retained.
On this 1%, a modied k-means 
lustering is performed. This pro
edure is explained
as following:
1. Initialization of k arbitrarily-
hosen ve
tors, whi
h are the rst estimation of the

luster 
entroids. In our algorithm the initial 
entroids are ve
tors of unit norm.
2. Every point in the dataset is assigned to one 
luster by 
al
ulating the distan
e
of it from all the 
entroids and sele
ting the one with minimum distan
e. In our
implementation, eq. 4 is used as a measure of inverse distan
e, meaning that
the assignation is made based on maximum 
orrelation value between the 
entroid
unit ve
tor and the dataset point.
3. The 
entroids are re
al
ulated as the mean ve
tor of all elements belonging to the

orresponding 
luster.
4. As an additional step, in our implementation of the algorithm, the length of the

entroids is normalized in order to obtain unit ve
tors.
5. The algorithm iterates from step 2, until no more 
hanges are made to 
luster
assignments.
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Figure 3.1: Cluster identi
ation and reje
tion. Solid line is the arterial referen
e,
dashed line is the venous referen
e, dotted line is the reje
ted 
luster. The three plots
show three dierent situations of identi
ation of the third 
luster: a) empty 
luster;
b) identi
ation of stati
 tissue (low-varian
e time 
ourse); 
) identi
ation of an inter-
mediate time 
ourse.
Our implementation identies three 
lusters to a

ount for a possible 
luster pla
ed
between the arterial and venous 
lusters. Examples of the three-
luster identi
ation
are shown in gure 3.1.
One of the three 
lusters is dis
arded by two 
riteria: if the varian
e of the 
entroid
is signi
antly smaller than the other two (less than half of the smaller varian
e), then
the 
luster is dis
arded as it was not populated or only 
ontains stati
 tissue. If the
varian
e is similar to the other two 
lusters, the two less-
orrelated 
lusters are kept.
The 
entroid 
orresponding to a time 
ourse with shorter time-to-peak is sele
ted as
arterial referen
e, and the other as venous referen
e.
3.3 A
quisition and analysis
The datasets used for the testing of the algorithm were the same des
ribed in 
hapter
2 (see se
tion 2.4.1).
The datasets were pro
essed by applying the double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation al-
gorithm twi
e, on
e with referen
es sele
ted manually by a trained operator (arterial
referen
e time 
ourse was derived from voxels in the internal 
arotid artery, and ve-
nous referen
e time 
ourse from the superior sagittal sinus), and the se
ond time with
automati
 referen
e sele
tion.
The datasets were randomized with respe
t to the referen
e method used and pre-
sented in separate reading sessions to two radiologists as three-dire
tional maximum
intensity proje
tion (MIP) images of the 
al
ulated angiograms. Arteriogram and
venogram were shown on the same image through a red-green-blue 
olor 
oding (show-
ing arteries in red and veins in blue). For non-pathologi
al datasets, the both readers
rated ea
h dataset on a s
ale from 1 to 5, with the following 
riteria: 1 = optimal
performan
e; 2 = good; 3 = fair; 4 = a

eptable; 5 = poor. The optimal perfor-
man
e was a
hieved when all the vessels were 
orre
tly 
lassied, and no artifa
t was
visible on the nal image; a s
ore of 2 was assigned when some minor mis
lassi
ations
in smaller vessels were visible without signi
ant artifa
ts; a s
ore of 3 was assigned
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when some artifa
ts were visible without impairment of the diagnosti
 quality; a s
ore
of 4 indi
ated that artifa
ts impaired other diagnosti
 quality of the dataset, but major
vessels 
ould still be 
orre
tly separated; a s
ore of 5 indi
ated failure of the separation
algorithm, with errors even in the major vessels.
The results from both readers were pooled and a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statisti
al test was applied to the two distributions of ratings to determine if the dier-
en
e in performan
e of the two methods was statisti
ally signi
ant. Both a two-sided
test (testing the alternative hypothesis of inequality) and a one-sided test (testing the
alternative hypothesis that one probability distribution is greater than the other) were
performed.
Pathologi
al datasets were not in
luded in the rating, and were qualitatively eval-
uated in order to assess the a

ura
y of depi
tion of the arterialized venous vessels at
the site of the arteriovenous shunt, and depi
tion of possible arterial and venous blood
mixing 
onditions.
3.4 Results
The referen
e waveforms sele
ted by the automati
 algorithm were similar in shape to
the manually sele
ted ones, both for tight and disperse boluses (g. 3.2).
The evaluation of the datasets showed a better average performan
e of the manual
sele
tion with respe
t to the automati
 sele
tion (average ratings were 1.95 and 2.10,
respe
tively). However, this dieren
e was not statisti
ally signi
ant, both using the
two-sided test (p = 1.00) and the one-sided test (p = 0.80). A 
hart showing detailed
results of the evaluation is shown in g. 3.3.
Both algorithms a
hieved qualitatively similar results for the pathologi
al datasets,

orre
tly identifying the mixed arterial and venous blood 
ondition (g 3.4) and depi
t-
ing arterialized veins with a similar a

ura
y.
3.5 Dis
ussion
In this paper a method for automati
 referen
e sele
tion for 
orrelation-based artery/vein
separation methods was presented. This method is based on a modied implementation
of the well-known k-means 
lustering algorithm. The original algorithm, in an unmod-
ied version was already used by Mouridsen et al. [2℄ for a similar task (identi
ation
of the arterial input fun
tion for perfusion imaging).
With our implementation of this algorithm the standard 
riterion of minimizing
the intra-
luster Eu
lidean distan
e was repla
ed with the maximization of the intra-

luster 
orrelation value. This approa
h was 
hosen be
ause it adopts the same distan
e
measure subsequently used in 
orrelation-based methods, thus 
reating 
lusters that are

oherent with the nal result of segmentation. Moreover, the 
orrelation value gives a
smaller weight to the time 
ourses with smaller varian
e (i.e. stati
 tissue), privileging
higher-varian
e time 
ourses (i.e. vessels).
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Figure 3.2: Manually and automati
ally sele
ted referen
e time 
ourses for arteries (solid
line) and veins (dashed line) in 
ases of a subje
t with very disperse 
ontrast agent bolus
(left) and subje
t with tight bolus (right). X axis shows the dataset number (temporal
progression) and Y axis shows signal intensity.
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Figure 3.3: Quality evaluation of the segmented datasets. Ea
h bar represents the
number of datasets that re
eived a spe
ied rating.
Identi
ation of three 
lusters was 
hosen instead of the more intuitive assumption
of two-
luster identi
ation (arteries and veins). This was ne
essary be
ause many
datasets 
ontained voxels with time 
ourses that presented both venous and arterial

hara
teristi
s. This espe
ially happened in pathologi
al datasets with arteriovenous
shunts, but also in normal subje
ts the time 
ourses of venules and arterioles 
an be
rather dierent from the major vessels. If only two 
lusters are identied, these voxel
are randomly assigned to one or the other 
luster, moving the 
entroid and generating
two referen
es with high mutual 
orrelation.
This implementation of the 
lustering algorithm gave satisfa
tory results in all 
on-
sidered datasets. This allows for the implementation of an artery/vein separation algo-
rithm that 
an run 
ompletely unsupervised, thus removing the bottlene
k of human
intera
tion and signi
antly redu
ing postpro
essing times for CE-MRA datasets. In

ase the user is not satised with the nal result, it 
an be rened by the manual
sele
tion of the referen
e points, whi
h showed a marginally better average quality.
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Figure 3.4: Maximum intensity proje
tion of artery/vein separation with automati

referen
e, in a patient with a dural arteriovenous stula (arteriovenous shunt from the
right o

ipital artery to right transverse sinus); 
oronal (a) and sagittal (b) views.
The separation 
orre
tly showed the arterialization of the right transverse sinus (white
arrows) and the mixed arterial and venous blood owing in the left transverse/sigmoid
sinus and jugular vein (green arrows).
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Chapter 4
Quantitative time-resolved
three-dimensional ow
measurements with balan
ed SSFP
An adapted version of this 
hapter is in press as: Santini F, Wetzel SG, Bo
k J, Markl M, S
heer
K. Time-resolved three-dimensional phase-
ontrast balan
ed SSFP , Magneti
 Resonan
e in Medi
ine,
in press.
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4.1 Introdu
tion
In order to quantitatively measure ow velo
ities, whi
h is useful information for the
evaluation of both anatomy and fun
tion within the human 
ir
ulatory system, e.g. the

ardiovas
ular system and the 
erebrospinal uid (CSF) 
ir
ulation system, the phase-

ontrast (PC) MRI te
hnique 
an be used. It is based on the en
oding of the mean
velo
ity of an iso
hromat into the 
orresponding voxel lo
ation of the re
onstru
ted
phase image. An additional referen
e image is a
quired to remove ba
kground ee
ts
via phase subtra
tion and the underlying uid velo
ity or tissue motion is represented
by the pixel intensity in the resulting phase dieren
e image.
The traditional implementation 
onsists of the a
quisition of two-dimensional sli
es
with a modied radiofrequen
y-spoiled sequen
e that is sensitive to ow in the through-
plane dire
tion [1℄. More re
ently, time-resolved three-dimensional sequen
es, en
oding
ow in three dire
tions, were proposed and used in resear
h studies of thora
i
 and
brain vessels [27℄. Su
h data a
quisition strategies allow for improved quanti
ation
of velo
ities, 
ompared to single-dire
tion ow en
oding, whi
h is biased if the ow is
not 
ompletely parallel to the en
oding dire
tion. Furthermore, the a
quisition of 3D
volumes in 
ombination with three-dire
tional velo
ity en
oding permits the visualiza-
tion of 
omplex ow patterns, and the estimation of other parameters su
h as wall shear
stress or vorti
ity [8℄. Although 3D methods suer from longer s
an times, three dimen-
sional a
quisitions also provide improved and potentially isotropi
 resolution related to
the higher signal-to-noise ratio of a thi
k 3D slab 
ompared to the signal obtained from
a thin 2D sli
e.
One major disadvantage of typi
al ow quanti
ation methods based on radiofrequen
y
(RF) spoiled gradient e
ho sequen
es is tissue saturation that o

urs when the repetition
time TR is signi
antly shorter than T1, as in the 
ase of blood and CSF. This disad-
vantage is parti
ularly noti
eable for three-dimensional a
quisitions of large slabs or in

ases of slow ow be
ause of redu
ed in-ow enhan
ement. For this reason, and parti
u-
larly for CSF ow whi
h is more prone to tissue saturation, through-sli
e ow-sensitive
balan
ed SSFP sequen
es were proposed [911℄.
Balan
ed SSFP (bSSFP) has the advantage of providing T2/T1 
ontrast for short TR,
whi
h results in high signal from blood and CSF. Nevertheless, for ow en
oding, mea-
sures need to be taken in order to maintain the sensitive steady state of bSSFP. To
avoid steady state disruptions leading to signal loss and artifa
ts as shown by Bieri and
S
heer [12℄, ow-related phase 
hanges need to be rephased during ea
h repetition
time TR. Additionally, SSFP imaging requires short TR to minimize banding artifa
ts.
Therefore, it is 
riti
al to optimize the gradient parameters to obtain the desired ow
sensitivity while maintaining the shortest possible TR. Finally, stability of the bSSFP
steady-state magnetization 
an be further enhan
ed by implementing intrinsi
 eddy

urrent 
ompensation into the sequen
e design.
In this 
hapter, the implementation of a time-resolved ow-sensitive 3D bSSFP
sequen
e with three-dire
tional velo
ity en
oding is presented. Flow-sensitive bSSFP
has to exhibit user-dened ow sensitivity at the e
ho time TE, and, at the same time,
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has to be ow-
ompensated at the instants of ex
itation pulses. In the latter aspe
t,
the bSSFP sequen
e dierentiates from 
onventional phase-
ontrast sequen
es based on
RF-spoiled gradient e
ho. To obtain exa
t gradient moments for all lo
ations in k-spa
e,
a 
ustom method for real-time 
al
ulation of gradient waveforms is introdu
ed. Two
eddy 
urrent 
ompensation methods are implemented and 
ompared: k-spa
e pairing,
as proposed by Bieri et al. in [13℄, and double-averaging, as presented by Markl et al.
in [14℄.
I n vivo results are presented, demonstrating the potential of ow-sensitive 3D
bSSFP for the assessment of three-dire
tional blood and CSF ow in intra
ranial re-
gions. Measurements were performed with pulse sequen
es that normally result in low
signal-to-noise ratio with standard RF-spoiled gradient e
ho sequen
es, i.e. a sagittal
slab of the superior sagittal sinus for blood ow and a sagittal slab of the spine in the
ne
k for CSF ow.
4.2 Optimized gradient waveforms
In a standard imaging sequen
e, the sampled lo
ation of the k-spa
e is 
ontrolled by
the zeroth moments M0 of the gradients on the three spatial axes at a
quisition time
Ta, given by:
M0 =
ˆ Ta
0
G(t)dt, (4.1)
where time 0 is 
onsidered as the 
enter of the ex
itation RF pulse and G(t) is the
gradient amplitude over time. In a phase 
ontrast sequen
e the velo
ity of a moving
iso
hromat is en
oded in the phase image as a phase shift equal to γvM1. Here, γ is the
gyromagneti
 ratio of the proton, v is the velo
ity of the iso
hromat in the dire
tion of
the ow sensitivity, and M1 is the rst moment of the gradient in the same dire
tion,
given by:
M1 =
ˆ Ta
0
G(t)tdt. (4.2)
For phase-
ontrast imaging it is therefore 
ru
ial to 
ontrol both M0 and M1 at the
time of a
quisition.
To take into a

ount the hardware restri
tions of a real MRI system, the 
onstraints on
M0 and M1 
an be fullled by using a generi
 bipolar gradient waveform (see g. 4.1
for variable denitions) 
hara
terized by the following moment equations :

M0 = A1(w1 + r) +A2(w2 + r)
M1 =
A1
2
(
2r2 + (3w1 + 2t0)r + (w1 + 2t0)w1
)
+
+A22
(
2r2 + (3w2 + 2 (t0 + 2r + w1)) r + (w2 + 2 (t0 + 2r + w1))w2
) .
(4.3)
Equation system 4.3 
an be inverted to obtain A1 and A2 as dependent variables:

A1 =
(w2+2w1+2t0+6r)M0−2M1
(w1+r)w2+w21+5rw1+4r
2
A2 = −
(w1+2t0+2r)M0−2M1
w2
2
+(w1+5r)w2+rw1+4r2
. (4.4)
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Figure 4.1: Generi
 bipolar gradient waveform. A1, A2: rst and se
ond lobe gradient
amplitudes, w1, w2: rst and se
ond lobe at top widths, r: gradient ramp times, t0:
gradient start time.
It is 
onvenient to 
hoose the amplitudes as dependent variables as they 
an generally
be non-integer values.
To nd the values for the parameters of equation system (4.4) that dene gradient
waveforms with the shortest possible total time, the following assumptions are made: t0
is dened by sequen
e timings as an independent variable; r is imposed as max(A)/s,
whi
h is the minimum ramp time for a gradient to rea
h the maximum allowed am-
plitude. Based on these assumptions, A1 and A2 are quantities whose absolute values
de
rease when w1 and w2 in
rease, for any physi
ally 
onsistent values of M0 and M1,
as shown in gure 4.2a.
An iterative algorithm is used to identify the minimum values for w1 and w2 that
generate a realizable gradient waveform (gure 4.3).
The algorithm ensures that the total time of the gradient waveform, given by totalWidth+
4r, is minimized. As shown in gure 4.2b, totalWidth as a fun
tion of M0 and M1 re-
sults in a 
onvex-shaped surfa
e. Therefore, the longest timing is needed when M0 and
M1 are maximal, and the longest TR required by the sequen
e 
an be 
al
ulated at the
edges of the k-spa
e.
4.3 Sequen
e design
To implement a ow-sensitive bSSFP sequen
e, a generi
 sequen
e template was de-
veloped, 
onsisting of a sli
e sele
tion gradient, a readout gradient and generi
 bipolar
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Figure 4.2: a) Behavior of gradient amplitudes A1 (top surfa
e) and A2 (bottom surfa
e)
as fun
tions of w1 and w2 for generi
 values ofM0 andM1. b) Behavior of the minimum
total gradient at top width w1 + w2 as a fun
tion of M0 and M1.
Figure 4.3: Flow
hart des
ribing the iterative algorithm used to obtain the optimal
gradient parameters (see the text for a des
ription of the symbols). The gradient tim-
ings are in
reased at ea
h iteration by an amount dened by the s
anner hardware

hara
teristi
s.
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Figure 4.4: Flow-sensitive bSSFP sequen
e s
heme. Gradient waveforms drawn in
dashed lines are 
al
ulated with the proposed algorithm to satisfy the 
onstraints on
M0 and M1. Gradients drawn in solid lines are xed in timings and amplitudes and de-
pend on sequen
e parameters. The represented durations and amplitudes of the dashed
waveforms are merely illustrative: the a
tual parameters are automati
ally 
al
ulated
in real-time.
waveforms before and after the readout on all three gradient axes, as shown in gure
4.4. All gradient waveforms were 
al
ulated with the algorithm des
ribed above, to
satisfy the following bSSFP-spe
i
 
onstraints:
1. M0 = 0 at TR on all axes (to satisfy the denition of bSSFP).
2. M1 = 0 at TR on all axes to provide ow 
ompensation, needed to maintain the
steady state as shown in [12, 15℄.
3. M0 = 0 at TE on the readout axis to produ
e a gradient e
ho.
4. M0 as required for phase/partition en
oding at TE on phase/sli
e gradient axis.
5. M1 = pi/γ·venc at TE on all axes, where γ is the gyromagneti
 ratio and venc is the
desired velo
ity en
oding anti-aliasing limit as des
ribed in 1.4.1.1.
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4.3.1 En
oding s
heme
For ow en
oding balan
ed four-point velo
ity ve
tor extra
tion des
ribed in [16℄ was

hosen to maximize e
ien
y and signal-to noise ratio. En
oding was obtained on all
axes at the same time, with alternatively positive and negative polarity. This allowed
for the usage of smaller en
oding moments sin
e the en
oding of the velo
ity on ea
h
axis was spanned over two dierent repetitions.
4.3.2 Eddy 
urrent 
ompensation
In order to redu
e artifa
ts generated by eddy 
urrents, two 
ompensation methods were
implemented and 
ompared. The rst method is k-spa
e pairing [13℄, i.e. performing
ea
h ow en
oding step twi
e for two adja
ent k-spa
e lines. The a
quisition of the
se
ond line is thus performed using similar gradient waveforms, whi
h generates similar
eddy 
urrents. As a result, the spin population experien
es two almost equal pertur-
bations for two TRs. Due to sign alternation of the RF pulse in bSSFP imaging, the
two su

essive perturbations mutually 
ompensate, leading to redu
ed artifa
ts. This
method introdu
es no penalty in the s
an time, but does not 
ompletely eliminate ar-
tifa
ts, and imposes limits on the k-spa
e traje
tory. Figure 4.5a shows the a
quisition
s
heme of the sequen
e implementing pairing.
The se
ond implemented method is double averaging [14℄: ea
h ow en
oding step
is repeated twi
e at ea
h k-spa
e line. This guarantees that eddy 
urrents are perfe
tly

ompensated over two TRs. As a result, s
an time is doubled but no restri
tions on
the k-spa
e traje
tory are imposed. Parallel imaging algorithms 
an therefore easily
be implemented to partially 
ompensate for the in
reased s
an time. The a
quisition
s
heme for this sequen
e is shown in gure 4.5b.
4.3.3 Triggering
The sequen
e was exe
uted with prospe
tive 
ardia
 triggering. For ea
h time-frame all
four en
odings and two k-spa
e lines were a
quired, resulting in a temporal resolution
of 8xTR. To maintain the steady state between su

essive RR-intervals, RF ex
itation
was 
ontinued after the end of the a
quisition of the last desired 
ardia
 time-frame
until the dete
tion of the next trigger signal.
4.4 A
quisitions
4.4.1 Phantom studies
The sequen
e was tested on a stati
 spheri
al phantom for image quality evaluation and
on a 
ustom ow phantom for validation.
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Figure 4.5: Flow en
oding s
heme. The four dierent gray levels 
orrespond to the
ow en
oding steps along dierent dire
tions. Before the EKG trigger dummy RF
pulses are run in order to keep the steady state. a) k-spa
e pairing implementation:
every step is repeated on two adja
ent k-spa
e lines to avoid eddy 
urrent artifa
ts, b)
double-averaging implementation: every k-spa
e line is a
quired twi
e.
4.4.1.1 Stati
 phantom
A single sli
e of a standard spheri
al saline solution phantom was s
anned with a Ven

of 10 
m/s (TE 6ms, TR 12ms, ip angle 60°, FOV 200x200mm
2
, matrix size 256x256x1,
spatial resolution 0.78x0.78x5 mm
3
). Measurements were performed without eddy 
ur-
rent 
ompensation, with k-spa
e pairing, and with double averaging, to evaluate general
imaging quality and the e
ien
y of the 
hosen eddy 
urrent artifa
t suppression te
h-
niques.
4.4.1.2 Flow phantom
Validation of ow en
oding pre
ision and a

ura
y was performed by using setup 
on-
sisting of a steady ow pump, 
onne
ted to 20 m of plasti
 tubing with 19 mm diameter
via a quarter-turn regulating valve. The tube was deployed through the bore of the
magnet, folded in a way that allowed both in
oming and outgoing ow to be imaged
in the eld of view. Gd-doped water (0.25 mmol/L of Gd-DOTA), mimi
king blood
magneti
 properties, was used in the 
ir
uit.
Two sets of MR images were obtained from the setup. The rst dataset was a
quired
with a standard RF-spoiled gradient e
ho phase-
ontrast sequen
e, en
oding ow in the
through-plane dire
tion, provided by the s
anner manufa
turer. A 2D sli
e with its
normal ve
tor aligned with the ow dire
tion (Ven
 100 
m/s, ip angle 15°, TR/TE
17.7/5.34 ms, resolution 1.17x1.17x5 mm
3
) was used. The se
ond dataset was a
quired
with the proposed sequen
e, with the same sli
e position and orientation but with a 3D
a
quisition (Ven
 100 
m/s, ip angle 70°, TR/TE 12/6 ms, 8 partitions, and resolution
1.17x1.17x2 mm
3
). The a
quisition was repeated 10 times, at dierent openings of the
regulating valve, from fully open to approximately 25% of the fully opened position.
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Sin
e the ow rate was 
onstant during the s
an, triggering was not a
tivated and
therefore the resulting datasets were not time-resolved.
4.4.1.3 Data re
onstru
tion and analysis
Data were re
onstru
ted using a home built 
ode (Matlab, The Mathworks, Nati
k, MA)
in
luding 
al
ulation of phase-
ontrast images. Two ROIs, one pla
ed on the se
tion
of the tube with ow in the dire
tion head-to-feet, and the other on the se
tion of the
tube with ow in the dire
tion feet-to-head, were sele
ted from ea
h sli
e obtained from
the gradient e
ho sequen
e and from the spatially 
orresponding 4th partition of the
bSSFP sequen
e. Mean and standard deviation of measured phase dieren
es and thus
velo
ities were 
al
ulated over the ROIs. The results obtained with the gradient e
ho
sequen
e were 
onsidered as referen
e, sin
e the sequen
e is normally used in 
lini
al
routine. Linear regression was used to evaluate the performan
e of bSSFP 
ompared to
RF-spoiled GRE.
4.4.2 In vivo studies
In vivo experiments were performed on healthy volunteers. All datasets were a
quired
on a 1.5T Magnetom Avanto (Siemens Health
are, Erlangen, Germany) s
anner, with
standard 12-
hannel head 
oil and ne
k 
oil (Siemens Health
are, Erlangen, Germany).
Maximum amplitude a
hievable by the gradient system was 28 mT/m and the maximum
slew rate was 170 mT/(m*ms). Velo
ity sensitivity (Ven
) ranged from 10
m/s (suitable
for 
erebrospinal uid investigation) to 100
m/s (suitable for blood ow measurement).
Double averaging was used as eddy 
urrent 
ompensation method.
Ethi
al approval for this study was obtained from the lo
al ethi
s 
ommittee and
informed 
onsent was obtained from all volunteers.
4.4.2.1 Blood ow
Venous 
erebral blood ow measurements (superior sagittal sinus and straight sinus)
were performed in two healthy volunteers with the following imaging parameters: Ven

100
m/s, TE 4.8 ms, TR 9.6 ms, ip angle 70°, matrix size 128x128x10, spatial resolution
2.3x2.3x3 mm
3
, temporal resolution 76.8 ms. Total s
an time was dependent on heart
rate, and was approximately 10 minutes.
4.4.2.2 CSF ow
CSF ow measurements were performed in two healthy volunteers in the region of the
ne
k, at the level of C3-C5 vertebrae, with the following imaging parameters: Ven

10
m/s, TE 6ms, TR 12ms, ip angle 70°, matrix size 128x128x22, spatial resolution
1.1x1.1x2mm
3
, temporal resolution 86 ms. Total s
an time was approximately 20 min-
utes.
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4.4.2.3 Postpro
essing and visualization
Post-pro
essing of the phase images was performed with a spe
ialized tool written for
the Matlab environment [17℄.
Noise masking, based on magnitude intensity, was applied and linear phase drifts
and 
on
omitant eld ee
ts were 
ompensated by estimating the ba
kground phase
from stationary regions, tting it to a 2nd order 2D polynomial, and subtra
ting it
from the phase images [18℄. The modied images were further 
onverted into three-
dimensional datasets for import into 
ommer
ial 3D visualization software (Ensight,
CEI, Apex, NC). The tool also generated a phase-
ontrast angiogram.
Visualization of the 3D data was performed as des
ribed in [4, 6℄, with the usage
of parti
le tra
es (tra
es of virtual massless parti
les released within the time-varying
velo
ity eld) and ve
tor elds for 3D ow visualization and isosurfa
es for the visual-
ization of the vas
ular geometry [5℄.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Image quality and eddy 
urrents
The s
anning of the stati
 phantom showed that by implementing no eddy 
urrent

orre
tion method, the features of image were substantially obs
ured by artifa
ts (g.
4.6a), whereas the pairing method resulted in a very faint residual ghosting artifa
t (g.
4.6b), and no artifa
t was dete
table with the double averaging method (g 4.6
).
4.5.2 Flow phantom experiment
The quantitative 
omparison between velo
ities measured using the standard sequen
e
(GRE) and the proposed sequen
e (bSSFP) demonstrated ex
ellent agreement between
both methods (R2 = 0.9981, gure 4.7). The 
oe
ient of proportionality was 0.948,
thus leading to an underestimation bias in the a

ura
y of 5.2%. The pre
ision of the
measurement, shown by the standard deviation bars on the plot, was similar for both
the te
hniques.
4.5.3 In vivo ow 
hara
teristi
s
The slow 3D venous blood ow in the superior sagittal sinus was su

essfully visualized
using 3D parti
le tra
es. One volunteer presented an anatomi
al variation in whi
h
blood from the superior sagittal sinus owed to the right transverse sinus only, and blood
from the straight sinus was dire
ted to the left transverse sinus. The sequen
e 
orre
tly
depi
ted this anatomy (g. 4.8). Maximum venous ow velo
ities of approximately 10

m/s 
orresponded well to the physiologi
al range as des
ribed in the literature [19℄.
The phase-
ontrast angiogram (yellow isosurfa
es), derived from sum of squares of
the velo
ities in all three dire
tions, suers from o-resonan
e-indu
ed phase shifts and
phase noise in the tissue of the outer skull, resulting in artifa
ts outside the vessels.
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Figure 4.6: Spheri
al phantom s
anned without eddy 
urrent 
ompensation (a), with
pairing (b) and with double averaging (
) using the ow-sensitive bSSFP sequen
e.
Strong eddy 
urrent artifa
ts are visible in (a), whereas only a very faint ghosting
artifa
t is visible on top of image (b), and no artifa
t is dete
table in (
). Magnitude
images are displayed in the top row; phase images in the bottom row.
Figure 4.7: Plot of mean phase values over ROIs in the ow phantom setup measured
with bSSFP sequen
e versus produ
t RF-spoiled sequen
e. Plotted values are the gray
levels of the phase-
ontrast images (range 0-4095). The standard deviation over the
ROI is displayed as error bars. Linear tting is shown as solid line.
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Figure 4.8: Streamline representation of blood ow in the superior sagittal sinus (red
arrow) and straight sinus (light blue arrow), sagittal (left) and oblique 
oronal (right)
views. The anatomi
al variant of the subje
t, showing that blood from the two sinuses
does not mix, is visible. The stru
tures depi
ted as yellow isosurfa
es in the image on
the left are the phase-
ontrast angiogram, suering from artifa
ts deriving from phase
shifts in the tissue of the outer skull.
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Figure 4.9: Streamlines representing CSF ow in the ne
k (C3-C5 se
tions). Eight
planes are pla
ed axially 5mm apart from ea
h other and are 
hosen as emitters
for the streamlines. Image view is oblique sagittal/
oronal approximately 45° in the
left/posterior dire
tion (frames a, b, 
) and axial (frames d, e and f ). Antero-posterior
and head-feet dire
tions are represented by the A-P and H-F letters. The ve
tors repre-
sent magnitude and dire
tion of velo
ities of ea
h point at three dierent 
ardia
 phases:
se
ond phase after R wave (a, d), third phase (b, e) and last phase (eighth phase  
,
f ). Non-negligible in-plane 
omponents are visible in the oblique view.
Measurements of CSF showed an initial 
ranio-
audally-dire
ted ow followed by a

audo-
ranial ba
kow during the last time-frame, as expe
ted from the literature [20℄,
and also in-plane ow 
omponents, as shown in gure 4.9.
4.6 Dis
ussion
In this 
hapter, a pulse sequen
e for time-resolved, three-dimensional three-dire
tional
phase-
ontrast ow en
oding, based on bSSFP, was presented. This sequen
e provides
an alternative to RF-spoiled 3D gradient e
ho phase-
ontrast sequen
es, whi
h are 
om-
monly used for velo
ity quanti
ation in various parts of the body (3-7,22) [2, 47, 21℄.
Due to the long longitudinal relaxation time of blood and of other body uids, RF-
spoiled gradient e
ho sequen
es do not oer optimal 
ontrast for imaging these tissues,
parti
ularly in 
ases of low ow velo
ities or thi
k imaging 3D slabs, for whi
h inow
enhan
ement ee
ts are negligible. This results in a strong saturation of magnetization
and thus low signal-to-noise for both the magnitude and the phase images. In 
ontrast,
bSSFP is 
hara
terized by high signal for blood and espe
ially CSF, and therefore
provides a valid alternative for ow measurements.
For the ow 
ases analyzed in this study, the sequen
e 
ould su

essfully be ap-
plied to a
quire 
omplex 3D ow patterns in-vivo even for slow venous and CSF ow.
Measured velo
ities were within the physiologi
al ranges. Nevertheless, a signi
ant
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underestimation of peak velo
ity of blood ow was found be
ause of the low temporal
resolution of 8xTR, 
ompared to 4xTR for the 
onventional RF-spoiled gradient e
ho
sequen
e. In order to over
ome this problem, a new re
onstru
tion method able to
ee
tively improve the temporal resolution was developed, and presented in 
hapter 5.
In 
omparison with 
onventional bSSFP, relatively long repetition times are needed
for this sequen
e. In addition to redu
ed temporal resolution longer TRs in
rease the
o-resonan
e sensitivity of bSSFP imaging and may therefore also be a sour
e of banding
artifa
ts in regions with in
reased eld inhomogeneity. In the experiments performed
for this study in the regions of head and ne
k, we did not observe any impaired image
quality in the desired region, espe
ially if manual shimming of the magneti
 eld was
performed. Field inhomogeneity 
an 
ause phase errors and singularities in the phase
images where shimming is less a

urate, whi
h normally happens far from the region
of interest. This 
an impair the a

ura
y of the phase 
ontrast angiogram, as shown in
gure 4.8.
The implementation of the sequen
e in
luded the real-time 
al
ulation of the gradi-
ent waveforms whi
h was ne
essary to a
hieve the same M1 at TE for ea
h k-spa
e line
and to ensure 
orre
t 
ompensation at TR, whi
h would otherwise disrupt the steady
state. This approa
h is more 
omputational demanding than the non-iterative approa
h
proposed by Bernstein et al. [22℄, whi
h is still widely used, but it is more exible if

ustom moment values need to be a
hieved. Higher order moments are not 
ontrolled
by this algorithm, so artifa
ts may arise in 
ase of turbulent ow.
Two eddy 
urrent 
ompensation methods were implemented in order to redu
e ar-
tifa
ts in the nal images: k-spa
e pairing [13℄ and double averaging [14℄. Both
methods produ
ed a

eptable image quality, but double averaging oers the possibil-
ity for straightforward implementation of parallel imaging, due to the non-restri
ted
k-spa
e traje
tory. Due to the high signal-to-noise ratio of uids, parallel imaging 
ould
be useful to redu
e total s
an times without signi
ant loss of pre
ision in the ow
measurement [23℄. Sin
e ow is 
onned to small regions (vessels, spinal 
anal) within
the a
quired volume, the appli
ation of other spatio-temporal a

elerating te
hniques
su
h as k-t BLAST, VIPR and variants thereof [2426℄ is also possible.
In order to eliminate steady state artifa
ts, the sequen
e was designed to be ow-

ompensated at TR. This 
ompensation needed additional gradients after data a
quisi-
tion, whi
h are usually not needed for RF-spoiled sequen
es. Furthermore, traditional
bSSFP 
ontrast is a
hieved when TE is equal to half of the TR, and this 
ondition
posed another 
onstraint in the realization of the sequen
e, whi
h needed longer TRs
with respe
t to the RF-spoiled ow-sensitive sequen
e with equivalent parameters, as
des
ribed in [27℄.
In order to redu
e TR, a marginally more e
ient implementation of the gradient
optimization algorithm would 
onsider 
onstant slew rate s = dA/dt instead of 
onstant
ramp times in equation system (4.3), imposing r = |A|/s. However, su
h a 
hoi
e for
maximal slew rate would result in equations that 
annot be inverted through algebrai

manipulation, making a dire
t mathemati
al solution of the problem impossible.
The experimental setup for the quantitative 
omparison of measured velo
ities was
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hosen in order to maximize the SNR performan
e of the standard sequen
e provided
by the manufa
turer, i.e. exploiting in-ow ee
t at high ow rates and through-plane
a
quisition. The a

ordan
e of the result was ex
ellent (R2 = 0.9981), but a systemati

error of 5.2% in the measurement of velo
ities was dete
ted. We do not have a

ess
to the Siemens implementation of the standard sequen
e, so we 
annot make pre
ise
assumptions on the origin of this dis
repan
y, but it 
an be 
orre
ted in a postpro
essing
step if needed.
In this study, the feasibility of 3D a
quisition of CSF ow has also been demon-
strated. This results showed that there are non-negligible in-plane velo
ity 
omponents
within a transversal imaging slab, information not provided by earlier works using phase-

ontrast bSSFP for 2D, through-plane ow quanti
ation of the CSF [10℄. A more ex-
tensive study on the ventri
ular system is being performed, and preliminary results are
shown in 
hapter (6).
In 
on
lusion, the appli
ation of ow sensitive bSSFP allowed for the depi
tion of
3D ow patterns in tissues that show high signal in T2/T1-weighted sequen
e and low
signal in T1-weighted sequen
es. Quantitatively, the results obtained were 
ompatible
with the physiologi
al data present in the literature.
This te
hnique is a valuable tool for the study of intra
ranial ow, espe
ially to
extend the knowledge of CSF 
ir
ulation in healthy volunteers and in patients suering
from hydro
ephalus [?, 28℄ and Chiari malformation.
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5.1 Introdu
tion
Most three-dire
tional phase 
ontrast sequen
es en
ode ow with a s
heme 
alled 4-
point balan
ed, rst proposed by Pel
 et al in [1℄ (see also 1.4.1.1), be
ause it holds
the highest signal-to noise ratio a
hievable with 4 s
ans, and it is independent of ow
dire
tion.
This en
oding s
heme uses 4 steps to simultaneously en
ode ow from all three spa-
tial dire
tions, and single 
omponents of the velo
ity ve
tor are then retrieved through
linear 
ombinations of the four s
ans. In 
ardia
-gated a
quisitions, the 4 steps are
usually a
quired in an interleaved manner during a single 
ardia
 phase, thus limiting
the temporal resolution to 4xTR, in the best 
ase. In other situations, as for the phase

ontrast bSSFP sequen
e presented in 
hapter 4, the temporal resolution might be lim-
ited by other fa
tors and be even lower; or it 
an be desirable to a
quire more k-spa
e
lines during one 
ardia
 
y
le in order to redu
e total s
an time.
In this 
hapter it will be shown that this a
quisition s
heme is equivalent to a low-
pass ltering of the velo
ity waveform, followed by a 4x downsampling. To 
ompensate
for this ee
t, a novel method of re
onstru
ting the phase 
ontrast images based on view
sharing along the velo
ity dire
tion is presented. The proposed te
hnique eliminates the
downsampling step and provides a more a

urate re
onstru
tion of the signal. In vivo
a
quisitions with low temporal resolution are performed and 
ompared with a fully
sampled velo
ity waveform.
5.2 Theory
In a phase-
ontrast a
quisition the phase 
omponent of the MR signal is proportional
to the velo
ity of the moving iso
hromat and to the rst moment of the applied gradi-
ents. In order to 
ompensate for stati
 phase errors, a referen
e s
an or a two-sided
a
quisition s
heme, where en
oding is performed using bipolar gradients with opposite
rst moments, is used [2℄.
In the 
ase of three-dire
tional a
quisitions, the optimal en
oding s
heme 
onsists of
4 steps, sensitive to motion in all dire
tions, with 
hanging polarities so that the three

omponents are linearly separable from the four s
ans. At the end of the a
quisition,
every 
omponent of the velo
ity ve
tor is en
oded twi
e with positive polarity, and twi
e
with negative polarity. The a
quisition s
heme is shown in gure 5.1a.
The re
onstru
tion of the velo
ities along ea
h axis is obtained by the following
equations:
vx = ((v1+v2)−(v0+v3))/4
vy = ((v2+v3)−(v0+v1))/4, (5.1)
vz = ((v1+v3)−(v0+v2))/4
where vx, vy and vz are the velo
ities along the readout, phase and sli
e sele
tion
dire
tion respe
tively, and v0, v1, v2 and v3 are the velo
ities 
orresponding to the
phase values a
quired in ea
h step.
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Figure 5.1: En
oding s
hemes for a three-dire
tional ow en
oding sequen
e. A + sign
represents positive en
oding moment; a - sign represents negative en
oding moment.
a) A
quisition s
heme with 
onventional re
onstru
tion; b) A
quisition s
heme with
view sharing re
onstru
tion.
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Figure 5.2: En
oding of velo
ity from a phase 
ontrast sequen
e represented as a FIR
ltering followed by a downsampling step.
The 
oe
ients by whi
h ea
h en
oding step is multiplied serve the purpose of

ompensating for the dierent polarity of the ow-sensitizing gradients. From a signal
pro
essing point of view, this sum 
orresponds to a simple 4-tap nite impulse response
(FIR) low-pass ltering of ea
h 
omponent, where all the lter 
oe
ients are set to 1/4.
A single image is retrieved from the sum of four en
oding steps, and this 
orresponds
to a downsampling of the signal by a fa
tor of four. A s
hemati
 representation of the
a
quisition method is shown in g. 5.2.
The frequen
y response of the lter is shown in g. 5.3. Attenuation is -3.7dB at
0.25 normalized frequen
y, and -11.3dB in the stop-band. The downsampling 
uts the
available band at 0.25 normalized frequen
y, therefore the signal 
omponents at higher
frequen
ies will 
ause aliasing noise in the resulting waveform.
In order to avoid the downsampling, a sliding window approa
h to velo
ity wave-
form re
onstru
tion 
an be used: the rst sample is obtained from the four en
oding
steps from the rst 
ardia
 phase, then the se
ond, third and fourth steps from the rst
phase and the rst step from the se
ond phase are used to produ
e the se
ond sample,
and so on (g. 5.1b). This is equivalent to ltering the signal with the aforementioned
lter, while maintaining same sampling rate.
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Figure 5.3: Filter frequen
y response.
5.3 A
quisitions
A pulse-gated phase-
ontrast s
an of an axial sli
e of the ne
k was a
quired in a healthy
volunteer on a whole-body 3T s
anner (Magnetom Verio, Siemens Health
are, Er-
langen, Germany) with a 12-
hannel head 
oil and dedi
ated ne
k 
oil. A through-
plane 2D SPGR sequen
e was used (Ven
: 100
m/s, matrix size 256x216x1, resolution
0.94x0.94x5 mm
3
, TR/TE 9.0/5.5 ms, temporal resolution 18 ms). A slower three-
dire
tional a
quisition was a
quired with a 
ustom SPGR implementing the 4-point
balan
ed en
oding s
heme (same sli
e and s
anning parameters, temporal resolution 72
ms). Re
onstru
tion was performed with the standard and with the time shared
algorithms. A region of interest was pla
ed on the left internal 
arotid artery, and
time 
ourse of the pixel intensity of the phase images a
ross the dierent datasets (high
temporal resolution, standard and time shared re
onstru
tion) was 
ompared.
5.4 Results
The downsampling 
aused the missing of the sharper velo
ity peak in the waveform,
whi
h was more a

urately followed by the view-shared re
onstru
tion, as shown in
gure 5.4. Low-pass ee
t is 
learly visible in the lower temporal resolution, where the
slope of the 
urve is mu
h less steep than the high-resolution waveform. In prin
iple,
some information 
ould be retrieved by interpolating the downsampled signal, but the
aliasing noise added by the ine
ient low-pass ltering would still be present, and the
higher-frequen
y 
omponents of the original signal 
ould not be retrieved.
5.5 Dis
ussion
In this 
hapter, a novel method for the re
onstru
tion of phase 
ontrast images was
presented. This method is appli
able with all sequen
es that use a four-point balan
ed
a
quisition s
heme, be
ause information about the original waveform are a
quired at
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Figure 5.4: Flow waveform. Bla
k: high-temporal-resolution a
quisition; dashed-blue:
re
onstru
tion with view-sharing; red: standard re
onstru
tion.
every en
oding step. In this sequen
es, the traditional method of re
onstru
tion of the
phase 
ontrast images is equivalent to a low-pass ltering followed by a downsampling
of the signal.
Avoiding the downsampling is an operation that 
omes at no additional 
ost after
a
quiring the ow-en
oded images, as it 
an be a
hieved by the proposed simple re-

onstru
tion algorithm. If the attenuation of the higher-frequen
y 
omponents of the
signal is not a

eptable, a 
orre
tion through inverse ltering 
ould be applied, but this
would 
ome at the 
ost of possible ampli
ation of noise.
This re
onstru
tion method is espe
ially bene
ial when high temporal resolution
is not a
hievable by the sequen
e, be
ause of restri
tions in the total a
quisition time
(as 
ould happen in breathhold a
quisitions), or be
ause of other restri
tions posed by
the sequen
e design itself (as the 
ase of the bSSFP sequen
e presented in 
hapter 4).
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Cerebrospinal uid ow
Results from this 
hapter were presented at:
 25
th
ESMRMB Meeting (Valen
ia, Spain, 2008), oral presentation #179 (healthy volunteers).
 17
th
ISMRM Meeting (Honolulu, HI, 2009), ele
troni
 poster #3348 (patient results).
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6.1 Introdu
tion
Cerebrospinal uid (CSF) ow in the ventri
ular system and subara
hnoid spa
e presents

omplex dynami
s that are yet to be fully understood by the s
ienti
 
ommunity. Ob-
stru
tions in the outow path of the uid produ
ed inside the ventri
les lead to 
om-
pression of the brain paren
hyma and to 
onditions that 
an signi
antly impa
t the
quality of life of the patient, like obstru
tive hydro
ephalus and Chiari malformation.
Also in the absen
e of obstru
tions, whi
h is the 
ase of normal pressure hydro
ephalus
(NPH), CSF ow 
an ree
t pathologi
al 
onditions, and the study of the dynami
s 
an
improve the knowledge of this 
lass of pathologies [1, 2℄.
Magneti
 resonan
e imaging (MRI) is often the te
hnique of 
hoi
e for the study of
the CNS in general and of CSF in parti
ular, be
ause it is non-invasive, holds high soft-
tissue 
ontrast and 
an provide some fun
tional details about ow dynami
s. However,
due to the long T1 relaxation time of CSF, and due to the slow velo
ity of the uid,

onventional MR ow quanti
ation te
hniques were never used for dire
t measurement
of three dimensional ow patterns.
The most 
ommon approa
h present in the literature is to and measure through-
plane ow in one lo
ation [3℄ and to apply 
omputational uid dynami
s to MRI anatom-
i
al data.
In this 
hapter, preliminary results of in vivo three-dimensional ow quanti
ation
of CSF in the ventri
ular system are presented. This a
quisitions were performed using
the bSSFP sequen
e presented in 
hapter 4, whi
h presents a high SNR even for three-
dimensional a
quisitions. The results from healthy volunteers are shown and 
ompared
to a 
ase of three-ventri
ular obstru
tive hydro
ephalus.
6.2 Materials and methods
Three healthy volunteers and one patient suering from a long standing three-ventri
ular
hydro
ephalus were in
luded in the study. The patient was s
anned twi
e: before
surgery and after a ventri
ulostomy that opened the lamina terminalis, the treatment
of 
hoi
e for this 
ondition [4℄.
6.2.1 MRI a
quisitions
The 3D time-resolved phase 
ontrast bSSFP sequen
e presented in 
hapter 4 was used
for the s
an of all subje
ts.
The s
anned region was a sagittal slab 
ontaining the third ventri
le, the aquedu
t
of Sylvius, the foramina Monroi and part of the lateral ventri
les. The magneti
 eld
was manually shimmed in order to obtain less than 20Hz of total signal bandwidth in
the region of interest. The 
hosen s
anning parameters were: Ven
 10
m/s, number of
averages 2, TR/TE 14/7 ms, resolution 1x1x1.5mm
3
, bandwidth 965Hz/px. General-
ized auto
alibrating partially parallel a
quisitions (GRAPPA) [5℄ algorithm for parallel
imaging with an a

eleration fa
tor of 2 was used, in order to 
ompensate for the s
an
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time penalty deriving from the averaging. Due to the 
hara
teristi
s of the sequen
e,
the time footprint for data a
quisition was 8*TR (112ms). The ee
tive time resolution
of the nal dataset was redu
ed to 2*TR (28ms), by implementing the view sharing
approa
h of the ow en
oding steps shown in 
hapter 5. Prospe
tive 
ardia
 gating was
used, and the number of a
quired 
ardia
 phases was adjusted in order to have max-
imum possible 
overage of the 
ardia
 
y
le. Total s
an time was around 20 minutes,
with small variations depending on the heart rate of the subje
t.
6.2.2 Image prepro
essing
The phase 
ontrast images a
quired were prepro
essed using a software tool [6℄ devel-
oped in Matlab (The Mathworks, Nati
k, MA). Noise masking, based on magnitude
intensity, was applied and linear phase drifts and 
on
omitant eld ee
ts were 
om-
pensated by estimating the ba
kground phase from stationary regions, tting it to a
2nd order 2D polynomial, and subtra
ting it from the phase images [7℄.
The tool 
onverted the modied images into three-dimensional datasets for import
into 
ommer
ial 3D visualization software for engineering (Ensight, CEI, Apex, NC).
6.2.3 Data visualization
The dataset was visually inspe
ted using 3D visualization software, and two kind of
representation of the velo
ity eld were obtained:
1. Streamlines: lines showing the ideal path of massless parti
les released in the
ventri
ular spa
e, under the assumption that the velo
ity eld is 
onstant in time.
They give a representation of the velo
ity eld at ea
h 
ardia
 phase.
2. Pathlines: lines showing the ideal path of massless parti
les in a time-resolved
velo
ity eld. These lines 
an be animated in order to depi
t the a
tual behavior
of a parti
le released in the ventri
ular spa
e, and 
an be visualized as videos.
Emitter planes for these parti
les were pla
ed inside the third ventri
le, 
utting it axially,
to visualize the ow patterns of the CSF inside the ventri
le itself, and in the foramina
of Monro and in the fourth ventri
le to visualize feeding ow inside the third ventri
le.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Healthy volunteers
he results showed the presen
e of two 
ounter-rotating vorti
es in the third ventri
le,
whi
h keep the same dire
tion of rotation throughout the whole 
ardia
 
y
le, and are
alternatively fed from the foramina of Monro (during systole, g. 6.1 - left) and the
aquedu
t of Sylvius (during diastole, g. 6.1 - right). Peak ow velo
ities are up to 5

m/s in the aquedu
t, but ow pulsatility is very high, resulting in little net ow in the

ranio-
audal dire
tion, whi
h is 
ompatible with the observation of physiologi
al CSF
produ
tion.
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Figure 6.1: Flow patterns in healthy volunteer: left - systole; right - diastole. Time
shown is in ms after R peak.
Figure 6.2: S
hemati
 model of ow in the third ventri
le: left - systole; right - diastole.
A proposed model of CSF ow for healthy volunteers is presented in g. 6.2.
6.3.2 Patient
Despite the absen
e of any obstru
tion visible on T2-weighted anatomi
al imaging, no
ow through the aquedu
t was observed. This nding was 
onrmed by the endo-
s
opi
 investigation that was performed after the imaging, and revealed obstru
tive
membranes. The 
omplex ow patterns within the third ventri
le visible in the healthy
volunteers were not present, merely a slow pulsation in the 
ranio-
audal dire
tion,
with no signi
ant net ow was visualized. Flow was tra
ed to transverse the oor of
the third ventri
le, indi
ating a spontaneous ventri
ulostomy, but not large enough to

ompensate for the produ
tion of CSF (gure 6.3 - left). After surgery, the rupture of
the the lamina terminalis is 
onrmed by higher ow from the third ventri
le to the
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Figure 6.3: Systoli
 ow in the third ventri
le of an obstru
tive hydro
ephalus patient
before surgery (left) and after surgery (right).
extraventri
ular spa
e (gure 6.3 - right).
6.4 Dis
ussion
Three-dimensional, time-resolved, three-dire
tional ow-sensitive balan
ed SSFP se-
quen
e was able to produ
ed high SNR and enabled a 
omprehensive study of ow
patterns and velo
ities. The 
omparison of the three-dimensional ow patterns between
healthy volunteers and a patient with hydro
ephalus revealed signi
ant dieren
es that
might be
ome helpful in the denition of the diagnosis and the therapy. In parti
ular,
the spontaneous rupture of the lamina terminalis was a nding that other imaging
te
hnique would not have shown, but it is reported to happen in patients with similar

onditions [810℄.
The results presented in this 
hapter are still preliminary and based on a very
restri
ted 
ohort of subje
ts, but the te
hniques here presented oer the possibility of
starting a more 
omplete study of the various forms of hydro
ephalus and dierent
pathologies related to CSF ow.
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The main goal of this thesis was to present novel methods for the study of physiolog-
i
al and pathologi
al 
onditions asso
iated to intra
ranial ow. Flow inside the 
entral
nervous system o

urs in two 
ompartments: the blood, 
onned to the vessels and the
mi
rovas
ulature, and the 
erebrospinal uid, whi
h 
ir
ulates in the ventri
ular and
subara
hnoid spa
e.
There is a physiologi
al link between CSF and blood, both from a bio
hemi
al point
of view, as the CSF is produ
ed by ltration of the blood and reabsorbed in the venous
system, and from a me
hani
al point of view, as the blood pulsation inside the brain
drives the pulsation of the CSF itself. Therefore, blood and CSF ow dynami
s are
deeply linked.
7.1 Blood ow
In order to study the blood ow, magneti
 resonan
e angiography is a widely used
te
hnique, both by means of non-
ontrast-enhan
ed sequen
es and rst-pass gadolinium-
enhan
ed angiography. In this thesis, the fo
us was set on time-resolved 
ontrast-
enhan
ed angiography, be
ause it is a widely used method for the evaluation of blood
dynami
s [110℄, able to identify many relevant pathologies.
In order to improve the image quality, some algorithm able to separate the arteri-
ogram and the venogram from the a
quired datasets is important [11℄. In 
hapter 2, a
novel algorithm to a
hieve this separation, termed double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation,
was introdu
ed. This method is based on the analysis of the time 
ourse of the signal
intensity of ea
h voxel in the a
quired dataset, whi
h ree
ts the passage of the 
ontrast
agent bolus at the observed lo
ation. This time 
ourse is then 
ompared both to an ar-
terial and a venous referen
e time 
ourses, by means of a 
ross-
orrelation analysis. The

ross-
orrelation values are then mapped onto a two-dimensional ve
tor spa
e, whi
h is
subsequently 
olor-
oded by an adapting red-green-blue 
olormap that depends on the
mutual 
orrelation of the referen
e time 
ourses. The nal result of 
olor-
oding is a
single three-dimensional RGB dataset, whi
h depi
ts the arteriogram and the venogram
at the same time, by 
onventionally assigning a red 
olor to the vessels identied as
arteries, and a blue 
olor to vessels identied as veins. This representation is able
to provide diagnosti
ally useful information in one single dataset, without the need to
separately analyze and 
ompare the arteriogram and venogram. Moreover, it 
an eas-
ily highlight potentially pathologi
al 
onditions, as mixing of arterial and venous ow.
The method was validated quantitatively on normal datasets, and was proven to be
superior in quality with respe
t to the established 
ross-
orrelation method [12℄, and
qualitatively on datasets from healthy and pathologi
al subje
ts, and good diagnosti

quality was a
hieved in both 
ases.
In order to improve the performan
e, and to remove the dependan
e on a man-
ual 
hoi
e of referen
e time 
ourses, a 
lustering-based automati
 referen
e sele
tion
method was introdu
ed in 
hapter 3. This te
hnique relies on a modied version of
the k-means algorithm for unsupervised 
lustering. The results obtained by separating
arteries and veins with the automati
 referen
e sele
tion were found to be equivalent
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to the separation based on manual identi
ation of referen
e. The usage of the double-
referen
e 
ross-
orrelation algorithm together with automati
 referen
e sele
tion is able
to improve the workow of time-resolved 
ontrast enhan
ed angiography examinations,
allowinga dire
t implementation of the method on the s
anner workstation in the future.
The novel ow quanti
ation sequen
e introdu
ed in 
hapter 4, espe
ially when 
ou-
pled with the re
onstru
tion method presented in 
hapter 5 to enhan
e the temporal
resolution, 
an also be used for quanti
ation of ow inside the vessels. Neverthe-
less, when inow-enhan
ement ee
ts 
an be exploited, standard sequen
es based on
radiofrequen
y-spoiled gradient e
ho [13℄ 
an be more suitable for this purpose be
ause
of inherently shorter TRs and therefore higher temporal resolution. However, relax-
ation 
hara
teristi
s of uids make the bSSFP-based sequen
e a valid alternative from
a signal-to-noise point of view, when inow enhan
ement ee
ts are not available, as it
is mostly the 
ase of CSF ow.
7.2 CSF ow
Cerebrospinal uid ow is still an open question for the s
ienti
 
ommunity. Several
studies [1419℄ have been trying to provide a ow model, based on two-dimensional ve-
lo
ity a
quisitions, anatomi
al information, and 
omputational uid dynami
s. A dire
t
in vivo measurement of the three-dimensional ow patterns is proven to be di
ult due
to the pe
uliar relaxation 
hara
teristi
s of this uid, whi
h shows virtually no signal
on 
onventional T1-weighted sequen
es.
For these reasons, a novel method based on balan
ed SSFP, whi
h shows a T2/T1

ontrast, has been introdu
ed in this thesis. The 
hara
teristi
 of this sequen
e is that
the transversal magnetization is refo
used at the end of TR, building a steady-state

ondition, whi
h results in a very strong signal re
eived from CSF at short repetition
times. High signal-to-noise allows high a

ura
y in the velo
ity measurements and also
allows the usage of a

eleration te
hniques to redu
e a
quisition times.
Chapter 4 des
ribes the implementation of this three-dimensional, three-dire
tional,
time-resolved phase 
ontrast balan
ed SSFP sequen
e. Be
ause of the sensitivity of the
steady state to dephasing ee
ts due to ow and to eddy 
urrents, spe
ial measures
needed to be taken in order to avoid artifa
ts arising from these issues. Flow 
ompen-
sation at TR was implemented, in order to 
ompensate for ow-related spin dephasing,
whi
h 
auses instability in the steady-state [20,21℄, and, to a
hieve this 
onsistently for
every k-spa
e line, a 
ustom iterative algorithm for the 
al
ulation of gradient shapes
was introdu
ed. Eddy 
urrents issues were addressed by the implementation of two
dierent strategies: k-spa
e pairing [22℄ and double averaging [23℄. The double averag-
ing approa
h was nally 
hosen, as it provided better image quality and allowed easier
implementation of arbitrary k-spa
e traje
tories, useful for enabling parallel imaging
methods.
The appli
ability to CSF a
quisition to healthy volunteers and patients was shown in

hapters 4 and 6. The preliminary results from volunteers show that the ow dynami
s of
CSF inside the ventri
ular system 
an be very 
omplex, and pathologies 
an potentially
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alter them. In parti
ular, the measurements allowed the identi
ation of a simplied

ir
ulation model of CSF inside the third ventri
le, 
onsisting of two 
ounter-rotating
vorti
es, whose rotation dire
tion does not 
hange throughout the 
ardia
 
y
le, and
whi
h are fed from the foramina Monroi during systole, and from the aquedu
t of Sylvius
during diastole.
In the 
lini
al environment, the most important pathology to be fo
used on is hy-
dro
ephalus, whi
h presents itself as an abnormal enlargement of the ventri
les with
subsequent 
ompression of the 
erebral paren
hyma, and severe disability. It is believed
that hydro
ephalus, when not linked to obstru
tions in the normal CSF outow 
hannels
(ie aquedu
t of Sylvius, foramen magnum), 
an be 
aused by a potential link between
venous outow, stiness of the brain paren
hyma and CSF produ
tion [24℄. All these
parameters 
an be dire
tly or indire
tly evaluated by the te
hniques presented in this
thesis, possibly linked with anatomi
al information and 
omputational uid dynami
s.
7.3 Outlook
Future work will be fo
used on bringing the methods proposed in this thesis to a 
lini
al
level, so that physi
ians will benet from valuable additional information for the diag-
nosis and follow-up of patients. The double-referen
e 
ross-
orrelation te
hnique 
ould
be dire
tly implemented on the s
anner workstation, and 
ould be a valuable addition
to the 
onventional observation of time-resolved CE-MRA datasets at virtually no addi-
tional 
ost, as it 
an ee
tively highlight arteriovenous malformations and vessels with
mixed arterial and venous blood.
Three-dimensional ow measurements would require an extension of the 
urrent

lini
al proto
ols, and a penalty for this is the long s
an time required to obtain a
dataset. However, a ow examination 
an add valuable information in the diagnosis of
obstru
tive hydro
ephalus, and also as a non-invasive tool for surgery follow-up, after
a ventri
ulostomy or a ventri
ular shunting.
The te
hniques presented in this thesis will also be used for more basi
 
lini
al
resear
h: the me
hani
s of CSF ow and hydro
ephalus, and the relationship between
CSF and blood, are not yet fully understood and both time-resolved angiography data
and quantitative ow measurement 
ould be helpful for in
reasing the knowledge of
this system. For this purpose, a large 
ohort of healthy volunteers and patients will
be needed for the determination of the whole spe
trum of possible ow patterns, and
for the determination of how spe
i
 ow patterns 
an be linked to physiologi
al o
pathologi
al parameters.
Quantitative ow measurements 
ould also be a
quired together with high-resolution
anatomi
al datasets, and 
omputational uid dynami
s analysis 
ould be performed,
using the ow data as boundary 
onditions, in order to a
hieve high spatial and temporal
resolutions.
In 
on
lusion, this thesis aimed to oer a set of new tools to be applied to the
analysis of intra
ranial ow, with the potential to be dire
tly useful both in 
lini
s and
in basi
 resear
h. The hope is that my work will in the future be able to expand the
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knowledge and the possibility of diagnosis for important diseases and malformations as
the one 
ited, and improve the 
han
es of re
overy for patients.
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